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The State Government has
intensified vigil on visitors

from other states in the wake
of a rise in cases of Covid-19
infection in several States
including Maharashtra, which
has direct flights to Ranchi,
officials said on Wednesday.

The health machinery in
Jharkhand is primarily focus-
ing on the Covid trend in
Ranchi — the only district
which has direct connectivity
with almost all the major cities
in India. While the testing rate
here is likely to be increased,
the district administration has
also made Covid tests manda-
tory for passengers landing at
the Birsa Munda Airport from
states that have witnessed a
spike in cases, officials said.

“Tests are being conducted
at the airport as well as railway
stations in Ranchi for passen-
gers coming from states which
have reported a sudden spike in
cases,” said Ranchi Civil
Surgeon, Dr VB Prasad.

Ranchi is not only the dis-
trict with highest number of

active cases in Jharkhand, but
also the second worst-affected
in terms of Covid casualties. As
per figures with the National
Health Mission (NHM), at
least 261 of Jharkhand’s 447
active Covid patients were res-
idents of Ranchi. 

The district has also
reported 244 Covid casualties,

which is only lower than East
Singhbhum’s 356 Covid fatali-
ties reported so far.    

While the trajectory of
active cases in the capital wit-
nessed a downward trend in
the first week of February,
cases have been on the rise here
lately, becoming a cause for
concern for the health machin-

ery. As per Government data,
the number of active cases in
Ranchi had dropped below
200 on February 6. However,
the trend of fresh cases out-
numbering Covid recoveries
has caused a spike of more than
60 in the number of active cases
in hardly 18 days here.

Owing to the rise in active
cases, the district administration
has intensified Covid testing
here. At least 17 new Covid test-
ing centres were set up across
the district to ensure that at least
1,000 people are tested for
Covid-19 in Ranchi every day.
Health officials said that Ranchi
may witnesses a further surge in
Covid cases due to the increase
in the number of testing.

Ranchi is the only district
in Jharkhand with a triple-digit
count of active cases. East
Singhbhum, the district with
the second highest number of
active cases, had only 61
patients, as per an NHM 
bulletin released on Wednesday
morning. 

Ranchi has the only airport
in Jharkhand which ferries
patients to cities like Mumbai,
New Delhi, Ahmedabad,
Hyderabad and Bangalore —
the cities that have 
witnessed a spike in Covid
cases lately.
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Everyone above 60 years of
age and those over 45 years

with comorbidities will be able
to get Covid-19 vaccine from
March 1 for free in 10,000
Government medical facilities
and for a charge at over 20,000
private hospitals, the
Government said on
Wednesday.

The rate for vaccines will
be decided by the Health
Ministry within the next three-
four days as discussions are on
with manufacturers as well as
hospitals, said the Ministry.

The Cabinet, which met
under the chairmanship of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, took a decision in this
regard, Information and
Broadcasting Minister Prakash
Javadekar said at a media brief-
ing here.

“The second phase of the
world’s largest vaccination drive
will start from Monday in
which anybody above 60 years,
that may not be less than 10
crore people in the country, and
45 years plus with co-mor-
bidities will be given vaccines
in 10,000 Government medical
facilities and also over 20,000
private hospitals,” he said.

“Whoever goes to the
Government centre will be
administered a vaccine free of
cost. The Indian Government
will pay for them. The
Government will purchase the
necessary doses and will send

them to all the States,”
Javadekar said.

Those who want to get vac-
cinated from private hospitals
will have to pay, but the amount
will be decided by the Health
Ministry within the next three-
four days as they are in dis-
cussion with manufacturers as
well as hospitals, he said.

Asked if people will have a
choice on which vaccine —
Covishield or Covaxin — they
want to take, Javadekar said
India is proud to have two vac-

cines which are both effective
with proven efficacy.

While Oxford-
AstraZeneca’s Covishield is
being manufactured by the
Serum Institute, Covaxin is
being produced by Bharat
Biotech.

Javadekar said the world’s
largest vaccination drive start-
ed on January 16 with
1,07,67,000 people vaccinated
and 14 lakh also having
received a second dose.

“This section was primar-

ily for health workers and
frontline workers and the
whole expenditure was borne
by the Government, they were
vaccinated free,” he said.

Javadekar asserted that the
vaccination in India has been
successful, “faultless with hard-
ly any complaints”.

Asked whether Ministers
and the Prime Minister, who
would now be in the category
of those who can take the vac-
cination, will get inoculated,
Javadekar said those who want

to take the vaccination will take
it at the place of their choosing
from March 1.

Union Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad, who also
briefed the media on the
Cabinet decisions, said most of
the Ministers are of the think-
ing that they will pay to get vac-
cinated.

The decision came as
India’s cumulative vaccination
coverage has crossed 1.14 crore
recipients.
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After Maharashtra and
Kerala, at least eight more

States — Chhattisgarh,
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat,
Punjab, Karnataka, Tamil
Nadu, West Bengal and Union
Territory of Jammu & Kashmir
— have started reporting a
surge in fresh coronavirus
infections.

A worried Centre has
rushed high-level multi-disci-
plinary teams to these States
for supporting them in public
health measures for targeted
Covid-19 response and man-
agement, and effectively tack-
ling the pandemic. 

It has warned the States
that slacking off on rules and
measures to check infection
will escalate the crisis, given
the emergence of new virus
strains.

Union Health Secretary
Rajesh Bhushan has also writ-
ten to seven States and Union
Territories on the recent spurt
in virus cases and has advised

specific steps.
AIIMS Director Randeep

Guleria has already sounded
the alarm, warning that India
is also vulnerable to the second
wave of coronavirus and peo-
ple should continue to follow
social distancing, wearing
mask and other precautions.
His statement comes against
the backdrop of a recent med-
ical survey that has shown that
over 70 per cent of the Indian
population is still susceptible to
Covid-19.

Dr RK Dhamija, Head of
Neurology Department and

public health expert from Dr
Lady Hardinge Hospital in
New Delhi, did not rule out
further surge in the cases and
advised the Government to
regularly conduct genome test-
ing of the positive Covid cases.
He also suggested that focus
should be on hotspots, which
contribute to between 70-80
per cent of cases, and those
pockets in the States which
have high number of people
with comorbidities such as
diabetes and stroke should be
given preference in vaccina-
tion.
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With spirits undeterred by
the COVID-19 pandem-

ic, the Steel City is being decked
up to pay tributes to the
founder Jamsteji Nusserwanji
Tata on his birth anniversary
on March 3. Several roads,
roundabouts and other insti-
tutions of Tata Steel are being
lit up for the occasion.

Keeping in mind the pre-
vailing situation of pandemic,
Tata Steel has decided to can-
cel public functions and cele-
brate the day with a limited
number of people at its differ-
ent locations.

According to officials, with
Covid-19 guidelines in place,
the company has decided to
give mass gathering a skip.
Most of the events planned
inside the steel works will be
limited to paying floral tribute
to the founder.     

The pioneering industrial-
ist, who founded the Tata
Group, had written to his son
about his dream of a big city in
the erstwhile village of Sakchi,
which was finally renamed as
Jamshedpur in 1919 by a

British statesman.
Founder’s Day was first

instituted by Tata Steel on
March 3, 1932. It was D N
Madan, Chief Accountant, Tata
Iron and Steel Company, who
first conceived the idea of
observing and celebrating an
annual gathering to commem-
orate the birth anniversary of
J.N. Tata. Founder’s day pro-
vided him with an opportuni-
ty of expressing his regard for
the memory of the genius to
whose faith and adjustment,
energy and perseverance, the
works, the towns and the envi-
rons of Jamshedpur bear
enduring witness.

“Like every year work is in
full progress for Founder's Day.
Work is carried out on a war
footing to complete widening
work of important roads.
Several artilleries are getting a
facelift too,” said an
official.
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In a joint raid Excise Department and
Meral police busted an illicit liquor fac-

tory at Rajbandha village under Meral
police limit on Tuesday late evening.
With the arrest of one person in the con-
nection, the department also seized
3800 liter illicit wine labeled as Royal stag
brand, 4200 liters of spirit and other
manufacturing tools. 

The raid  was carried out by police
personnel in close coordination with the
excise  department, Excise SP Sujit
Kumar said. One person Rajbali Bhuiyan
was arrested in the connection, Kumar
added. 

Giving details of the raid, on receiv-
ing secret information, the team was

keeping an eye on the
whole matter for a week.
Despite this, only a care-
taker was caught by the
team.  The liquor made
here was sent to UP and
Bihar. 

This work was being
done here for a few days.
It is being questioned.
Action will be taken by
identifying the people
involved in it, Kumar
added.

One water RO plant,
one water tank, 45 empty
bottles, one set seal
machine etc were recov-
ered from the site.
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Two coal  miners  both of a private
coal mining firm engaged by the

Bharat Coking Coal Limited ( BCCL)
died in a  mine accident at Moonidih
mines  claimed to be the most
mechanised and modern under-
ground mines of the company.

The accident took place at XVIth
seam of the mines while the work-
ers were cutting coal to extend the air
way."There was a side fall that proved
fatal", claimed BCCL management in
a press statement. The accident took
place during the night shift.

While one of the miners Vijay
Yadav (45) died on the way to hos-
pital, the second miner Nirmal
Gorian (32), who was undergoing
treatment at ICU at the central hos-
pital died on Wednesday according
to a statement released by Western
Jharia area authorities of the com-
pany. 

Meanwhile, it has been decided
to pay Rs 15 lakh each to family
members of both the victim miners
who died in the accident.This was
decided during a meeting called by
BCCL comprising union leaders,
family members, private company
authorities and BCCL authorities.

Besides, the private mining com-
pany will also pay Rs one lakh each
to both victim families for holding
funerals of victim miners.

In addition, the BCCL manage-
ment has decided to bear all educa-
tional expenses of the wards of both
victims up to class 12th. All eligible
wards of both would be admitted to
DAV school. In another move the
company has also decided to hold a
high level inquiry into the accident
in addition to the statutory inquiry
that is to be taken by the director gen-
eral of mines safety (DGMS).
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According to the promotion
order issued by SAIL on 24

February, 18 General Managers
of Bokaro Steel Plant have
been promoted to Chief
General Manager. 

Among the promoters, VP
Upadhyay was given the Chief
General Manager (Refractory),
PS Kanan as Chief General
Manager (RCL), JV Shekhar as
Chief General Manager (Shops
and Foundries), Shaligram
Singh as Chief General
Manager (CED), RK Srivastava
to Chief General Manager
(MRD), Rakesh Kumar to
Chief General Manager (Coke
Ovens and B. PP), Anil Kumar
to Chief General Manager
(Materials Management), M.P.
Singh to Chief General
Manager (Blast Furnace),
Deepak Rai Chief General
Manager (HRCF), AK Jha to
Chief General Manager
(Traffic), Laxmi Das to Chief
General Manager (Director in-
charge Secretariat), BK Behera
to Chief General Manager

(Sinter Plant), Niranjan Kumar
to Chief General Manager
(HRD), Alak Sadhu has been
promoted to the post of Chief
General Manager (Power
Facilities), Sharad Gupta as
Chief General Manager (Water
Management) and Dr. P.
Sharma as Chief Medical
Officer (Medical and Health
Services).

Afternoon BSL Director-
in-Charge Amarendu Prakash
gave promotion orders to all
the newly promoted Chief
General Managers. On this
occasion, Executive Director
(works) Atanu Bhowmik,
Executive Director (Medical
and Health Services) Dr. AK
Singh, Executive Director
(Projects) and Additional
Charge (Personnel and
Administration) R Kushwaha,
Chief General Manager and
newly CGM were present. DIC
Prakash congratulated the
newly promoted officers and
expressed confidence that they
would actively contribute in
taking BSL to greater heights in
their new role.
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The Border
Security Force

Training Center
and School, Meru,
Hazaribag organ-
ised a volleyball
match on
W e d n e s d a y
evening. In the
final match the specialized Training School defeated the
Subsidiary Training center by 3-1. The commandant cum IG,
Ravi Gandhi handed over the trophy to the winning team.

On this occasion, Gandhi said that sports is an important
part of the life of jawans. All jawans must be involved in sports
so that they can always be physically fit in their lives. He also
appreciated the efforts and training on the players provided by
the coach.

Gandhi said that they will start special training for the depen-
dent of the jawans for their livelihood.

On this occasion the officers of both the wings were present
and appreciated the spirit of the players.
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Deoghar police Cyber
Cell on Tuesday and

Wednesday night raided
within limits of Narayanpur
police station of Jamtara dis-
trict and also raided at
Jagadeh, Digbad, Nagadri,
Karhaiya, Dindakoli and
Tulsitand villages and
Pindari village of Sarath
police station, Pattadda vil-
lage of Karuna police station
and also raided at Jhunaki
village and Basha village of
Palojori police station and
arrested 13 cyber criminals. 

The arrested accused
include Sunil Kumar
Mandal, Sunil Kumar,
Vasudeo Mandal, Radhe Mandal, Raghu
Mandal, Younus Ansari, Santosh Napeet,
Mukesh Kumar, Gautam Kumar,
Prashant Singh, Vishu Das, Vikas
Goswami and Iltaf Mian.Police have
recovered Rs 16, 500 cash including 28
mobiles, 44 SIM cards, 05 passbooks, 04

checkbooks, 07 ATM Cards, 2 two-
wheelers and a four wheeler.  

Cyber DySP Neha Bala, DySP HQRS
Mangal Singh, Jamuda, Cyber Inspector
Sangeeta Kumari Police Station In-
Charge Kalim Ansari along with other
police officials have raided in various vil-

lages of Narayanpur, Palojori,
Karon Sarath and Pattarda OP
Police Station area and 13
cyber accused have been
arrested.  

SP, Deoghar informed
that these people have become
as customer service officers of
various banks and call people
on their mobiles in the name
of KYC update and get all the
information of the bank and
empty the amount kept in the
account of the people within
minutes.

Not only this, these peo-
ple go to the site of various
electronic Apps on Google
search table and put their
mobile number in place of the
customer officer's number,

added the SP.
When a customer considers that

number to be the customer service offi-
cer, and after getting into his deception,
he shares all the information with him
from Aadhaar number etc. and clears his
linked account in minutes.
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Jharkhand Assembly speaker,
Rabindra Nath Mahato on

Wednesday convened a high
level meeting ahead of Budget
Session. Speaker on the occa-
sion issued some directives
asking departmental staff and
officers for early replies of
1500 pending questions asked
in the House.

The Speaker said that there
are more than 1500 questions
asked by legislators are pend-
ing in the House. He said, “This
practice is not good in
Parliamentary democracy, ask-
ing concerned departmental

officers and staff to prepare
replies to the query and provide
these replies to concerned law-
makers so that ministers can
reply to queries in the House.”

The speaker meeting was
also attended by Parliamentary
affairs minister Alamgir Alam
and other senior officers. The
speaker on the occasion also
directed the DGP and secre-
taries of all departments pre-
sent in the meeting to ensure
smooth convening of the bud-
get session.

The Jharkhand Assembly
budget session will commence
on February 26 and will run till
March 23 which includes 16

working days. On the first day
of the budget session there will
be the Governor’s address on
February 26, the next two days
(February 27 and 28) will be no
working days. The Hemant
Soren government will table its
second budget on March .

On the issue of Leader of
Opposition (LoP) in the House,
the speaker refused to say
much stating that the matter is
sub-judice in High Court.
However, the Speaker said, “If
the Opposition party comes up
with another name for Leader
of Opposition post he will be
accorded the LoP post.”

The Speaker also said that
according to the Constitution,
the Speaker only decides on it.
“We had also given notice but

the parties concerned went to
the High Court and the
Supreme Court. The matter is
also going on in my tribunal.
Likewise, it is too late. I wish

there was a decision on this
soon,” added the Speaker.

The BJP has been demand-
ing LoP status to Babulal

Marandi since he switched
sides to BJP merging his party
JVM after 2019 election. The
BJP has been raising the issue
for the past one year in the
Assembly. The BJP has even
knocked the High Court and
Supreme Court doors demand-
ing LoP status to Marandi. 

The Speaker on the occa-
sion also directed officers to
follow Covid protocol during
the Budget session. The
Assembly secretariat recently
issued guidelines and Standard
Operating Procedures (SoP) for
those attending the session.

None of the MLAs or offi-
cers will be allowed to attend
the budget session of
Jharkhand assembly without
undergoing a coronavirus test.

The MLAs have been asked to
submit their report 72 hours
ahead of the commencement of
the session.

Journalists covering the
Assembly session will also need
to take Covid-19 tests and will
only be allowed after a positive
report. Sanitizers face masks
and face shields will be avail-
able for the MLAs. The per-
sonal staff of the MLAs will not
be allowed beyond entrance
points of the house. Moreover,
if any MLA is found suffering
from Covid-19 then as per the
protocol, the concerned MLA
can assign his question to
another MLA and he or 
she has to inform the Assembly
secretariat 24 hours before the
session.
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Shabana had come to the
day-care centre at Sadar

Hospital, Ranchi to get her 11-
year-old child Irfan Ansari
treated, who suffers from tha-
lassemia. She lost her younger
son to the same disease last
year. She said, “My younger son
Zishan died last year because of
thalassemia. My husband
works at a bicycle shop and we
can’t afford the cost of the
treatment. Someone told me
about this centre at Sadar
Hospital in Ranchi. I came here
and I am getting my son the

needed treatment, free of cost.”
Shabana’s story is one of the
many examples of how the
Government of Jharkhand is
changing the narrative around
health in the State by providing
access to world-class health
facilities and treatments.

There are other diseases
associated with blood-transfu-
sion such as sickle cell anaemia
and haemophilia which are
prevalent in the kids coming to
the day-care centre established
at Sadar Hospital for their
treatment. Given its specialty in
treating patients with blood-
transfusion disorders, people
from other states also visit this
centre. The day care centre has
a capacity of 100 beds.

Given the primary motive
of the centre is to provide

appropriate treatment to chil-
dren suffering from diseases
associated with blood-transfu-
sion, measures have been taken
to ensure a child-friendly
atmosphere. The measures
include child-friendly rooms
with comfortable cots, beauti-
ful paintings on the walls,
interactive child-friendly wall-
papers, and a television with
subscription to kids’ channels.

The nurses deputed at the
unit are equipped with the
necessary training in child-
care. Healthy nutritious food,
friendly nurses & doctors along
with an interactive kid-friend-
ly room are some of the key
components incorporated in
the unit. These components
help in making the centre a
welcoming and joyous place for

children who suffer from
painful blood-oriented disor-
ders and are undergoing treat-
ment.

The centre has a robust
supply chain system which
ensures that it would not run
out of necessary medicines
and patients would always be
able to access quality health ser-

vice.
Today, the Sadar Hospital,

Ranchi has adequate facilities
for treating blood-related dis-
orders like Thalassemia and
provides medicines as well as
blood transfusion free of cost.
The new facilities that have
been introduced include infu-
sion pumps, intravenous iron
chelation agent drugs and
Leukocyte filters. According
to the Civil Surgeon Ranchi,
these facilities will play a cru-
cial role in helping the patients
get better. 

He added, “Dedicated
indoor playground for kids
has also been developed. This
indoor play corner acts as a
positive space for kids who visit
District hospital for blood
transfusion and other ailments”.

This centre acts as a lifeline
for considerable chunk of
Jharkhand’s population living
below the poverty line and
those who are unable to afford
appropriate treatment.
Additionally, the patients vis-
iting the centre for treatment
are also provided with break-
fast, lunch and dinner. 

Those patients who reside
nearby are relieved the same
day, whereas the outstation
patients are allowed to stay the
night.

The centre manager com-
mented, “We have patients
from across the state coming
for the treatment. Apart from
this many patients are also
coming from other nearby
states like Odisha, West Bengal
and Chhattisgarh.”
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Members of a students’
union raised ruckus at Dr.

Shyama Prasad Mukherjee
University (DSPMU) on
Wednesday demanding inclu-
sion of student’s representatives
in the varsity’s maiden senate
meeting, wherein the Adivasi
Chatra Sangh (ACS) wanted to
float the idea of rechristening
the university after a Jharkhand
personality.

The ACS holds four of five
berths in the students’ council
of the DSPMU, and renaming
the university after a local hero
has been a long-pending
demand of the ACS. On
Wednesday, some members of
the student body gheraoed the
office of the vice chancellor
Satyanarayan Munda and
allegedly manhandled him.

“How can you hold the
senate meeting without includ-
ing any member of the student’s
council?” asked Sanjay Mahli,
president of ACS, adding that
his students’ union wanted to
make the senate members
aware of the growing demand
of renaming the university
among students.

However, officials from the
university said that the tenure
of the students’ council has
ended, and they did not have
the right to participate in the
meeting. “Around six student
representatives attended the
senate meeting today
(Wednesday). Various issues
related to the holistic develop-
ment of the university were dis-
cussed,” said an official not
entitled to talk to the media.

The senate meeting was
delayed by over two hours fol-
lowing the ruckus by students.
Talking about the achieve-
ments of the university, the vice
chancellor said that the uni-
versity has the best of teachers
and students from neighbour-
ing states like West Bengal,
Bihar and Odisha also study in

it. He said that the university
was consistently striving to
include new courses and add
more facilities for the students.

Governor Droupadi
Murmu, joined senate mem-
bers via video conferencing.
With focus on improving the
quality of teachers, she said that
teachers not only imparted
bookish knowledge to stu-
dents, but were also responsi-
ble for molding them into
responsible citizens of the
country.

“The mode of education
may have changed due to
Covid-19 with inclusion of
technology, but the basis of
education remains the same –
even today, only teachers guide
the society to follow the right
path,” said Murmu.

Around 20 agenda, most-
ly related to new courses, teach-
ers’ recruitment, promotion of
teachers, renovation of uni-
versity building and improve-
ment of the library were dis-
cussed, sources present in the
meeting said.

In April 2017, a former
BJP-ruled government
approved the idea of renaming
Ranchi College after Shyama
Prasad Mukherjee, a barrister,
a politician and a former vice
chancellor of Calcutta
University, which marked the
beginning of a political war
between student bodies here.
Several protest marches and
signature campaigns by student
unions followed soon after the
recommendation was made.

Ranchi: Parents’ associations
in State Capital have protested
excess fee being allegedly
charged by private schools in
Ranchi and other cities of State.
Different parent associations
have threatened to launch an
agitation if fees like building
fund, library charges were not
stopped by school authorities.

Private School and Children
Welfare Association, Chairman
Alok Dubey said, “It is very
unfortunate that private schools
are charging miscellaneous fees
from students in the name of
sanitization and other charges.”
Dubey said that schools can only
charge tuition fees as per the
directive issued by the State
government.

Founder president of
Jharkhand Abhibhavak Sangh,
Ajay Rai moving a step further

said that they will approach the
Court against such schools
charging other fees than tuition
fees. Ajay Rai said, “In such cases
parents should come forward in
making their complaint. If we
receive a written complaint from
parents we will knock the High
Court’s door with such com-
plaints.” The issue came to fore
after some schools demanded
miscellaneous fees from students
despite the fact that students

have paid their tuition fees. A
city based private school in
Capital is not allowing them to
appear for their examination as
they have not paid miscella-
neous fees as demanded by
school administration. The par-
ents’ argument is that as per
directive issued by the State
School Literacy and Education
Department only tuition fees
should be demanded by the
schools. A class V student of a
private school had paid the
tuition fees of Rs 28,560 (tuition
fees-Rs 7140 per quarter), but
now the child is being denied his
admit card for his online final
examination by the school
authorities.

The parent of the kid said,
“As per the directive issued by
the State School Literacy and
Education Department of

Jharkhand only tuition fees
should be demanded by the
schools and I have already paid.”
The man further said, “On
February 20, just before four
days of the final examination, I
received a message from the
school for downloading the
admit card, but I was not
allowed to download the admit
card for final examination and
the page says please pay the fees
upto March 2021.” He said, “I
have paid the miscellaneous
fees as demanded by school
authorities, but it is cheating on
part of school.”

As final examination in
most schools is going to com-
mence from the last week of
February, many schools are once
again exerting pressure on stu-
dents to pay pending tuition fees
till March.  PNS

Ranchi: In an attempt to
improve passenger and goods
facilities in the services of rail-
way, a meeting of the Divisional
Committee comprising of
Members of Parliament (MPs)
both from Lok Sabha and Rajya
Sabha under jurisdiction of
Chakradharpur and Ranchi
Divisions of  South Eastern
Railway (SER) was held at
Rourkela on Wednesday.

The Divisional Committee
Meeting was chaired by
Member of Parliament,
Sundargarh, Odisha, Jual
Oram. The other MPs who
attended the meeting were
Bidyut Baran Mahato, Geeta
Koda, Bishweswar Tudu,
Mamata Mahanta, Nitesh
Ganga Deb, Suresh Pujari,
Sanjay Seth, Mahesh Poddar,

joined the meeting through
Video Conferencing. The MPs
offered their valuable sugges-
tions for overall development of
SER.

The MPs praised the dif-
ferent works undertaken by
Railways especially in respect of
cleanliness of railway premis-
es and station development.
They also mentioned about

the dedicated service of the
railway employees during the
lock down and post lock down
period especially in running of
Parcel Express Trains carrying
essential commodities and
Shramik Special Trains for
bringing back the migrant
workers to their home states
during the COVID-19 pan-
demic.

The MPs held discussions
on various issues associated
with train services, stoppages,
passenger facilities and expe-
ditious completion of railway
projects and others for the
benefit of the passengers. The
MPs of the Divisional
Committee of Chakradharpur
and Ranchi Divisions assured
their cooperation for the
smooth functioning of the rail-

way.General Manager, SER,
Sanjay Kumar Mohanty while
welcoming the MP highlight-
ed the services rendered by SER
to its users in respect of pas-
senger amenities, resumption
of trains in post lock down
period, running of special
trains, status of ongoing pro-
jects and others General
Manager also stated that the
suggestions offered by the MPs
for development of passenger
amenities and railway infra-
structure would be reviewed
with proper importance.

The meeting was attended
by the Divisional Railway
Manager, Chakradharpur and
Ranchi Divisions and all the
Principal Head of the
Departments of South Eastern
Railway. PNS
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Medha Dairy
launched

energy drink
‘Medha EnerG’
on Wednesday
in the State
Capital to com-
pete with other
energy drinks
available in the
market.

Attending the launching
function as Chief Guest,
Minister Agriculture Animal
Husbandry and Cooperation,
Government of Jharkhand,
Badal launched the drink in
presence of Jharkhand Dairy
Federation, Managing Director,
Sudhir Kumar Singh with other
Medha Dairy’s officials, staff
and a large numbers of farm-
ers present on the present on
the occasion of an agricultur-
al seminar cum felicitation
programme was organised by
farmers associated with JMF.

On this occasion the farm-
ers thanked the Minister for
Government of Jharkhand’s
extension of long pending
MoU with National Dairy
Development Board (NDDB).
They also put forth their
demands in the interest of the
milk business in the State,
which Badal assured of com-
pliance at the earliest.

While addressing the milk
producers, Badal appreciated
the modus operandi and
progress of Jharkhand Dairy
Federation and assured all pos-
sible assistance by State
Government to the Federation.

During the programme,
the Minister handed over the
registration certificate of the
first registered Lepsar Dairy
Cooperative Society affiliated
to Jharkhand State Dairy
Federation to farmer mem-
bers of the Lepsar Dairy
Cooperative Society.

Addressing the gathering
Medha Dairy MD Sudhir
Kumar Singh said that keeping
in mind the health and taste of
consumers, this product from
Medha Dairy will be available
in the market from the time of

launching in different flavours
such as Saffron Pistachio,
Elaichi, Chocolate and Mango.
Apart from this Medha Dairy
has started selling many new
products such as Kheer Mix,
Gulab Jamun and others in the
last one year, he added.

It may be mentioned here
that the Jharkhand State Dairy
Federation, known as Medha
Brand, has been making steady
progress in the efficient man-
agement of the NDDB for the
last six years. To make
Jharkhand self-sufficient in
milk, the federation was
formed in 2013 and its man-
agement was handed over to
NDDB in 2014.

In 2014, only 12,000 litres
of milk was procured per day
from about 2000milk produc-
ers from across the 
State. 

Accepting the challenge,
NDDB not only started creat-
ing awareness among the milk
producers at the village level
and taking them out from the
clutches of middlemen but also
started connecting them with
organized milk business.
NDDB provided all assistance
to make the milk business
profitable and as a result at pre-
sent, about 40,000 milk pro-
ducers are affiliated with the
Federation and the milk pro-
curement has crossed 1.20 lakh
litres per day. 

The Federation is current-
ly working in 18 districts of the
State and a target has been set
to cover all the districts by the
end of this financial year. The
Federation has also set a target
to increase milk procurement
to 5 lakh litres per day by 2024-
25.

Ranchi: Birsa Munda Centre
for Tribal Affairs (BMCTA)
was inaugurated at IIM’s tem-
proray campus at Suchana
Bhawan here on Wednesday.
The Centre has been set up to
conduct research and training
in the area of tribal develop-
ment, entrepreneurship and
planning, which can contribute
to the tribal culture and context
at State as well as the national
level. IIM Ranchi has signed an
MoU with Vikash Bharti
Bishunpur and Friends of
Tribal Society for the uplift of
tribal community.

Governor Droupadi
Murmu inaugurated the Centre
virtually and graced the occa-
sion as the Chief Guest. The
Guests of Honour of the event
were: Prof. (Dr.) Ramesh
Pandey (Vice-Chancellor –
Ranchi University), Ashok
Bhagat - Eminent Social
Worker & Founder Secretary
Vikash Bharti (Bishunpur),
Namita Pandya – Vice
President of Friends of Tribal
Society for Mumbai Chapter
and In-charge of Gramin
Ladies Wing of West Zone
and Rekha Jain – President of
Friends of Tribal Society for
Ranchi Chapter.

Prof. Shailendra Singh,
Director, IIM Ranchi, said,
“Tribal issues are important
because tribal communities
are still considered backward.
This center’s vision is to
become one of the first centers
where people can seek knowl-
edge on tribal issues, income
generation, entrepreneurship
programs, and how it can be
inculcated in tribal youths. We
should give development
opportunities to tribal people
to integrate them with society,
supporting Atmanirbhar
Bharat’s concept.”

Praveen Shankar Pandya,
Chairman, BoG, IIM Ranchi,
in his address, said, “To bring
IIM Ranchi into the top 10
from the top 20, we need to be
aware of our surroundings.

IIM Ranchi has been continu-
ously taking challenges for the
betterment of society. There is
a need to focus on benefits
given to the tribals by the gov-
ernment, and BMCTA can be
the bridge to help and support
them”.

Governor Droupadi
Murmu appreciated IIM
Ranchi for BMCTA and keep-
ing the values of India in mind
while guiding students. She
said, “It is our responsibility to
take tribal values and make
people aware of the cultural
heritage of tribes. Students can
learn more about the tribal
community through this cen-
ter. The government would be
able to provide more develop-
ment to them via this initiative.
I hope that IIM Ranchi will
ready students for entrepre-
neurship development in the
state of Jharkhand. Thus, the
tribal communities’ develop-
ment will be preserved, and
these initiatives can avoid the
extinction of tribes. It will also
help in preserving tribal culture
and heritage. We must appre-
ciate the tribal community and
work for their welfare.”After the
Governor’s address, a memen-
to was given to Droupadi
Murmu and Ashok Bhagat as a
token of honour. Signed copies
of the MoU were exchanged
with NGOs Vikash Bharti and
Friends of Tribal Society. The
inauguration concluded with a
vote of thanks by Prof. Rekha
Singhal, chairperson of the
centre followed by the nation-
al anthem.
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The Sashastra Seema Bal
(SSB) is organising a two-

day 2nd National Police K9
Seminar on sniffer dogs begin-
ning on Thursday.

“The K-9 seminar will pro-
vide a platform to all the par-
ticipants to interact with spe-

cialists on K-9 training in 
the country and discuss 
topics related to the latest
approach on K-9 training. 
The seminar shall go a 
long way in developing 
effective strategies for utilisa-
tion of sniffer dogs in nation-
al security,” the SSB said in a
statement.
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Riding high on bumper rice
and wheat output due to

good monsoon rains and using
good quality seeds, India’s food-
grain production for 2020-21
crop year is estimated at 303.34
million tonnes — an all-time
record. It is estimated to be 5.84
million tonnes higher than the
output in 2019-20 which stood
at 296.50 million tons. This will
be the fifth consecutive year of
record production, propelled
by record production of rice,
wheat, pulses and cereals.

As per the second advance

estimate released by the Ministry
of agriculture, production of
both paddy and wheat is esti-
mated to touch a new high of
120.32 million tonnes ( 118.87
million tons during the fourth
advance estimate 2019-20)  and
109.24 million tonnes (107.86
million tons), respectively, in
2020-21 a record high. 

The projection of record
production is significant amid
the Covid-19 pandemic and
farmers’ agitation. Punjab, which
has been the nerve centre of
farmers’ protest, has seen record
procurement of rice at 13.58 mil-
lion tonnes, which is 24 per cent

more than last year.
Pulses production, too, is

slated to get a slight boost to
24.42 million tons nearly 1.4 mil-
lion tons more than the previ-
ous year, mainly because of a
record gram production which
is expected to be around 11.62
million tons. 

Total oilseed production
during 2020-21 is estimated at
37.31 million tons which is 4.09
million tons more than the pro-
duction of 33.22 million tons
during 2019-20. The higher
oilseed output is on account of
higher yields expected in all
three major oilseed crops —

groundnut, mustard and soy-
abean. The production of maize
is also expected to be a record
one at 30.16 million tons. Aided
by a record maize production,
total output of coarse cereals in
2020-21 is expected to go up to
49.36 million tons, which is
nearly 1.6 million tons more
than that in the previous year.
Cotton production is estimated
at 36.54 million bales (of 170 kg
each), which is nearly half a mil-
lion bales more than last year.

Similarly, sugarcane output
is expected to be around 397.66
million tons which is substan-
tially higher than the previous

year’s 370.5 million tons.
“After achieving self-suffi-

ciency in pulses, our focus is on
raising oilseeds output to reduce
dependence on edible oil
imports. This year, we are like-
ly to cross 34 million tonnes as
against last year’s fourth advance
estimate of 33.4 million tonnes.
The production of oilseeds will
go up in subsequent years,” the
official said. 

“There has been no impact
of pandemic and farmers’ agi-
tation in farm activities so far in
the country. Farmers in Punjab
actively participated in the pro-
curement exercise and planted

wheat across areas at last year’s
level,” the official said.

The year-on-year record
production has resulted in a
surge in farm exports, which
rose 25% to �1.02 lakh crore in
the first three quarters of fiscal
2020-21. 

The Union Government
bought a record 658.61 lakh tons
of kharif (monsoon crops)
paddy in its ongoing procure-
ment operations, 16.56 percent
more than it did last year, Nearly
95.23 lakh farmers have been
paid minimum support prices
worth �1.24 lakh crore for these
purchases, the data show.
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As India and China are reg-
ularly holding talks to

defuse tension at the Line of
Actual Control(LAC), Army
Chief General MM Naravane
said here on Wednesday the
country has shown resolve.
He also said “nobody wants an
unsettled border” and favoured
resumption of all engagements
with China.

In an apparent reference to
the recent pull back of troops
by both the armies from the
Pangong Tso(lake), the Army
Chief said the whole of the gov-
ernment approach ensured that
India’s interests were safe.  He
also said “our relations with
China would develop along the
path that we wish to develop.”

Referring to the disen-
gagement from the Pangong,
he said it saw a good result and
termed it as a win-win situa-
tion.  However, there is still a
long way to go, Naravane said
adding China has been in the
habit of making small incre-
mental moves like in South
China Sea which were not

challenged.  However, the
Ladakh face-offs have shown
that this strategy will not work
with India and “every move will
be met resolutely.”

“China has been in the
habit of creeping forward and
making very small incremen-
tal changes where each change
by itself was not very big or
worthy of a very strong reac-
tion. Because of these small
incremental moves which were
never contested he has been
been able to achieve his aims
without firing a shot or with-
out any loss of life. What has
happened in South China Sea
is a very glaring example of
that,” he said at the webinar by
Vivekananda Institute.

Airing these views,
Naravane said nobody wants an
unsettled border adding “as
two neighbours who would like
to have peace and tranquility on
their borders and who would
like that all the other engage-
ments which have been going
on in the past should continue
also in the future.”

As regards disengagement
from other friction points at the

LAC, the Army Chief said
there are pending issues in
Eastern Ladakh and other parts
along the Line of Actual
Control (LAC) including
Depsang Plains.

“End of the day we have
achieved a lot,” he said, stating,
“We still have a long way to go.
We now have to move on to the
stage of de-escalation. After
that de-induction of troops
which went to the higher
reaches.”

Admitting there is trust
deficit with China, Naravane
said they will be wary and cau-
tious and closely watching
whatever moves that happen
on either side of the LAC.

To a question if India has
more tactical leverages like the
domination of peaks on Kailash
range which have now been
vacated, Naravane said they do,
without elaborating.

“Every agreement is
premised that they are observed
in letter and spirit. We will trust
but we will verify,” he said
adding they have put in systems
to verify that these heights are
not re-occupied.
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BJP president JP Nadda and
Union Ministers Prakash

Javadekar, Smriti Irani and
RK Singh on Wednesday hit
out at Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi over his north and
south politics remark, alleging
that insulting Indians was a
favourite pastime of his.

“Insulting Indians is a
favourite pastime of Rahul
Gandhi. Indians are not super-
ficial you are Mr Rahul
Gandhi.” tweeted Javadekar.

Senior BJP leaders slam-
ming responses came a day
after Rahul’s  statement where
he said that Kerala was a
refreshing experience for him
after 15 years as an MP in the
north.

Similar tweets were made
by BJP president.  “A  few days
back he was in the Northeast,
spewing venom against the
western part of India. Today in
the South he is spewing venom
against the North. Divide and
rule politics won’t work, Rahul
Gandhi Ji! People have reject-
ed this politics. See what hap-
pened in Gujarat today!”, said
Nadda.

After Congress justified
Rahul’s remarks. Irani said
that she completely agrees with
Environment Minister
Javadekar’s statement that
“insulting India and its citizens
is the favourite pastime of
Rahul Gandhi.”

Speaking  to television

channels,  Irani said that this
is not the first time that the
Congress leader has said some-
thing against the country and
its people. 

The Union Minister said,
“A neta’s job is to keep the
whole country united and
think for the interest of the
country and its people, despite
his/her own political indiffer-
ences.”

Taking a  dig at the
Wayanad (Kerala) MP whom
she had defeated in the 2019
Amethi Lok Sabha election,
Smriti Irani alleged, “Rahul
Gandhi is the same person
who on Republic Day had
voiced his opinion in favour of
country’s division during trac-
tor rally violence.”

She also claimed  that ear-
lier, Rahul had also questioned
the Indian Army on how it had
attacked its enemy-nation
Pakistan. 

The Minister said, “My
only question is that is Rahul

Gandhi has so much hatred for
India and its people then why
is he engaging in country’s pol-
itics and pretending that he is
always wishing for India’s best
interests’”.

She alleged that the
Congress leader was creating
“divisions” while a leader
should be uniting the country
.

Union Minister and Lok
Sabha MP from Bihar’s Arrah
constituency RK Singh said
“Rahul Gandhi is talking about
North and South , but if you do
not work in any Constituency
then you will be defeated. This
is what happened to you in
Amethi (Uttar Pradesh). You
did not work, that’s why the
public voted out. Even if you
do not work in Kerala the pub-
lic will vote out.” 

“You think that if you keep
winning from one constituen-
cy to another constituency,
then it is not going to last long.
you have to work, having been
MP three times in a
Constituency you lost the elec-
tion because you did not do
any developmental work. Do
not divide people into North
and South. People (of Kerala)
are from India and if you do
not work, then you will be
voted out from here also,” he
said.

Rahul’s ignorance about
the presence of Fisheries
Ministry had earlier in the
weekmade him a subject of
criticism from the BJP leaders.
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The Union Cabinet on
Wednesday approved a

�7,350-crore scheme to boost
production of laptops, tablets,
all-in-one PCs and servers in
the country, as it sought to woo
global and domestic players to
take advantage of India’s man-
ufacturing prowess.

Production worth �3.26
lakh crore and exports of �2.45
lakh crore are estimated over
the next four years under the
new scheme, which is expect-
ed to create 1.80 lakh jobs, said
Communications and IT
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad. 

Briefing reporters after a
meeting of the Cabinet, Prasad
said the Production Linked
Incentive (PLI) scheme has
been approved for IT hardware
products that would cover lap-

tops, tablets, all-in-one PCs and
servers. The �7,350-crore
scheme aims to promote India
as a global hub for hardware
manufacturing. The PLI push
for hi-tech IT hardware gadgets
comes close on the heels of the
Cabinet last week clearing a
�12,195 crore scheme for tele-
com equipment manufactur-
ing., he said. 

An incentive scheme for
mobile phone manufacturing
was announced last year and

has since garnered strong
response from players despite
the challenging times of the
pandemic.   The latest IT hard-
ware scheme offers incentives
between 4-1 per cent on net
incremental sales (over base
year 2019-20) of goods manu-
factured in India and covered
under the target segment, to
eligible companies, for a peri-
od of four years, an official
statement said.    

The PLI scheme is expect-
ed to enhance the development
of electronics ecosystem in
India, at a time when globally
manufacturing is undergoing a
shift and companies across the
world are looking to diversify
their manufacturing locations
to mitigate the risk involved in
depending on a single market,
said Prasad detailing the PLI
scheme.  
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With its former chief Rahul
Gandhi coming under

attack of the BJP over his
comments in Kerala, the
Congress on Wednesday
sought to defend him saying
the Wayanad MP had given a
clarion call to the people to
question the Government on
real issues and the North-
South divide was a “toolkit”
being sold by the BJP to the
public.

However, while former
Union Minister Kapil Sibal
said he was nobody to com-
ment on what Rahul Gandhi
has but still maintained “we
must respect electors in the
country and not denigrate
their wisdom”, another former
Minister Anand Sharma said
only Rahul can clarify so that
there’s no conjecture or mis-
understanding.

The Congress alleged that
the BJP was raising “superfi-
cial” issues on a daily basis to
divert the country’s attention
from the people’s issues.
Several BJP leaders and union
ministers accused Rahul
Gandhi of being an ‘oppor-
tunist’ and alleged that he

belittled north Indians during
the speech delivered in Kerala.

Addressing a public gath-
ering in Thiruvananthapuram,
Rahul had said, “For the first
15 years, I was an MP in the
north. I had got used to a dif-
ferent type of politics. For me,
coming to Kerala was very
refreshing as suddenly I found
that people are interested in
issues and not just superficially
but going into detail in issues.”

Referring to Rahul
Gandhi’s remarks, AICC chief
spokesman Randeep Surjewala
clarified that the former
Congress president has given
a clarion call to the people to
question the government of
the day, whether in the states
or at the Centre, on issues
paramount to people and to
“ignore the superficial toolkit
story being sold by the BJP day
in and day out”. 

“The North-South divide
is a toolkit being adopted and
sold by the BJP to the news
channels and the public. Let us
all rise and ensure that the gov-
ernments of the day answer on
issues and not on superficial-
ity that they want to divert our
attention to,” Surjewala said at
AICC Press conference.
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The Supreme Court on
Wednesday dismissed a

plea seeking an extra chance for
UPSC civil services exam aspi-
rants who exhausted their last
attempt in October 2020 due to
the Covid-19 pandemic.

A bench headed by Justices
A M Khanwilkar said that it
was dismissing the plea filed by
a civil services aspirant for the
extra chance citing difficulties
faced in preparations during
the pandemic.

The Centre informed the
top court on February 9 that it
is against granting one-time
relaxation on age limit to
UPSC civil service aspirants,
including those who had
exhausted their last attempt in
the 2020 exam amid the
Covid-19 pandemic, as it
would be discriminatory to
other candidates.

The candidates from gen-
eral category are allowed six
attempts for the UPSC civil ser-
vices exam till the age of 32; the

OBC, nine attempts till 35
years and the SC/ST candidates
unlimited attempts till they
turn 37.

The Centre was initially
not willing to give an extra
chance to the candidates but it
had later agreed to do so at the
suggestion of the bench.

It had on February 5 told
the apex court that it was
agreeable to giving an extra
chance as a one-time relaxation
to those civil service aspirants
who had appeared in their last
attempt in the 2020 exam and
are not age-barred.

However, the bench on
Wednesday dismissed the peti-
tion of Rachna and others.

The Centre had earlier fur-
nished a chart in the apex
court giving details of relax-
ation given by Union Public
Service Commission (UPSC)
in civil services exams since its
inception and had said that in
1979, 1992 and 2015 relax-
ations were given to the can-
didates due to change in pat-
terns of the examination. 
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on

Wednesday said it has con-
ducted searches in a money
laundering case at various
premises of accused Amar
Chand Gupta, Ram Laal Gupta,
Raj Kumar Gupta and other
family members allegedly
involved in siphoning and
diversion of loan funds
amounting to �605 crore by
Shree Bankey Bihari Exports
Limited (SBBEL).

The ED had initiated inves-
tigation under Prevention of
Money Laundering Act (PMLA)
on the basis of an FIR registered
by CBI against SBBEL, its
Directors Amar Chand Gupta
and others and other unknown
public servants/persons for a
fraud of �605 crore.

“During investigation, it
was gathered that SBBEL had
diverted the loan funds

through its sister units and also
by employing the modus
operandi of showing bogus
and fictitious sale/purchase
transactions. The primary
security had also been dis-
posed without depositing the
sale proceeds in the loan
account,” the ED said in a
statement. 

It was also gathered that
the books of accounts had
been secreted in various
premises wherein business was
being carried out by these
accused persons Amar Chand
Gupta, Ram Laal Gupta and
Raj Kumar Gupta in the name
of other family members. In
order to uncover the trail of
proceeds of crime and to recov-
er documentary and electron-
ic evidence, searches at resi-
dential and business premises
of the directors and the entities
being run by them along with
residence of one key employee
were conducted, it said.
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Soon after President Ram
Nath Kovind inaugurated

the world’s largest cricket sta-
dium in Ahmedabad, which
will now be known as
‘Narendra Modi stadium’, the
Congress hit out at the BJP with
its former chief Rahul Gandhi
on Wednesday again invoking
his ‘Hum do humare do’ jibe,
claiming that truth was out
with the stadium having the
Prime Minister’s name, two
ends being named after cor-
porate houses and Home
Minister Amit Shah’s son being
involved in cricket adminis-
tration. But the Government
said the name change involves
only the Motera stadium and
the entire sports complex con-
tinues to be named after Sardar
Patel.

“Beautiful how the truth
reveals itself. Narendra Modi
stadium — Adani end —
Reliance end. With Jay Shah
presiding,” Rahul Gandhi
tweeted, with the hashtag
‘HumDoHumareDo’.
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The Modi Government on
Wednesday said it has

transferred over �1.15 lakh
crore directly to bank accounts
of more than 10.75 crore farm-
ers under the PM-KISAN
scheme and asked states to
ensure that all eligible benefi-
ciaries are covered in this flag-
ship programme. 

Addressing a function 
on the occasion of the 
second anniversary of the 
PM-KISAN, Union
Agriculture Minister Narendra
Singh Tomar said 
the Government has enhanced
the income of farmers by 
providing �6,000 annually 
to farmers under this 
scheme in three equal instal-
ments. 
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Moradabad (Uttar Pradesh): Upset over a feud between his
mother and wife, a 37-year-old man allegedly committed sui-
cide by jumping off the fifth floor of a residential building in
Pakhwara area of Moradabad.

The man's wife and his mother were allegedly having an argu-
ment at the time when the incident took place on Monday night,
police said.

The deceased has been identified as Sachin Saini. The man,
who was lying in a pool of blood, was rushed to a private hos-
pital on Delhi road from where he was referred to a higher facil-
ity in Delhi.

SHO Pakhwara, Rajni Dwiwedi said, “The man succumbed
while on the way to Delhi. Prima facie, it appears that the man
took the extreme step in a fit of rage as he was upset over fre-
quent fights in the family. The body has been sent for post
mortem. Further investigation is underway.” The deceased, who
owned a crockery shop in Pakhwara area, is survived by moth-
er, wife and son. IANS
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The 73rd birth anniversary of former Chief
Minister and AIADMK supremo J

Jayalalithaa saw her close aide V K Sasikala
asking “all Amma loyalists” to come togeth-
er and fight the upcoming assembly elections
to usher in Amma rule for the next 
100 years.

Sasikala, who reached Chennai a fort-
night ago after a 23-hour car journey from
Bangalore where she was undergoing impris-
onment for four years as an accused in a
Disproportionate Asset case, garlanded a pic-
ture of Jayalalithaa at the former’s T Nagar
bungalow and briefly spoke to her loyalists,
mainly Amma Makkal Munnetra Kazhakam
(AMMK), a political outfit floated by her
nephew TTV Dhinakaran.

“The true cadre of Amma should come
together and win the elections to form the
government. Amma has mandated that
even after 100 years, our government should
be there. I am confident that you would
accomplish that. I will also stand by you. Very
soon, I will meet the people and the cadre,”
said Sasikala in her brief speech. AIADMK
cadre and Tamils address Jayalalithaa as
Amma as a mark of reverence.

Sasikala did not mention the name

AIADMK even once. She wanted all cadres
of Amma come together to win the elections.
“To achieve that, you all should stand by me.
Each one of you should work like bees and
offer the victory in elections to her. You
should take a vow towards this and work
hard, “ said Sasikala giving enough indica-
tions about who the queen bee is.

Though no known AIADMK leaders
were present during the small function, lead-
ers of fringe outfits like AISMK, Naam
Tamilar (a Tamil chauvinistic organisation)
and P R Pandian a CPI-leader-turned-farm
leader called on Sasikala along with movie
maker Bharati Raja called on Sasikala.

By evening there were reports that a
Third-Front under Sasikala’s leadership was
being formed and film actor Vijayakanth
would cast his lot with this front. Though
Vijayakanth has been immobilized because
of indifferent health, his spouse Premalatha
who is the treasurer of the DMDK had
declared her support for Sasikala.  

The AIADMK is yet to commence its
talks on seat sharing with prospective allies.
The DMDK has been expressing restless over
the delay in seat-allocation talks. It is expect-
ed that the talks would gather momentum
once the Election Commission of India
announces the poll schedule this week.
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Gonda (UP): In yet another shocking crime in Uttar Pradesh,
a high school girl student in Mankapur Kotwali area of Gonda
district was gang-raped and then stabbed by four men.

The girl was returning home from school on Tuesday evening
when she was waylaid by four accused and dragged to a sugar-
cane field. The four men, one of whom belongs to her village,
raped her by turns and then stabbed her on the hand, warning
her not to report the incident. The girl returned to her home and
informed her parents after which she lodged a complaint with
the police.The police spokesman at Mankapur police station said
that a case had been registered against the four accused for rape
and under provisions of the POCSO Act. IANS
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Jammu: Two terrorists were eliminated by the joint team of secu-
rity forces in Shalgul forest area of Srigufwara Anantnag on
Wednesday. The operation was launched by the Anantnag police
along with 3RR  after receiving intelligence inputs about the pres-
ence of a group of terrorists in the said area.

According to a police spokesman, “during the search oper-
ation as the presence of terrorists got ascertained they were given
an opportunity to surrender, however, they fired indiscriminately
upon the joint search party, which was retaliated leading to an
encounter”. “In the ensuing encounter, two unidentified terror-
ists were killed and their bodies were retrieved from the site of
encounter. The identification and affiliation of the killed terrorists
is being ascertained” a police spokesman added.

Before confirming the identity of slain terrorists  the local
police authorities announced incase any family claims the killed
terrorists to be their kith or kin, they can come forward for their
identification at PCR Kashmir.

Arms & ammunition including 02 AK rifles and other incrim-
inating materials were recovered from the site of encounter, a
police spokesman said. PNS
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More than a month after he
was hospitalised with

serious injuries following a
road accident in Karnataka,
Union Minister of State for
Defence Shripad Naik on
Wednesday was discharged
from a top Government hos-
pital.

Speaking to reporters, Dr.
Shivanand Bandodkar, dean
of the Goa Medical College, the
state's apex health facility, said
that Naik's wounds had healed
well and he may be in a posi-
tion to attend the budget ses-
sion of Parliament, which is
scheduled to reconvene after
the ongoing break, in 
March.

“He has healed well. His
thigh bone fracture is also
healing. He needs rest, which
he can take at home,”
Bandodkar told reporters at the
time of the Union Minister's
discharge.

“We will conduct an x-ray
sitting again and after examin-
ing his condition, we will con-
sider permitting him (to attend

Parliament). Considering his
health, he may be able to attend
it, but we will be able to say
only after examination of his x-
ray then,” the top medical offi-
cial said.

Naik was travelling by car
along with his wife and an aide
in the north Kannada district
as part of a private visit when
his car overturned near
Yallapura on January 12. His
wife and an aide died from
injuries received during the
accident.

Speaking to reporters while
escorting Naik out of the hos-
pital, the Union Minister's son
Siddesh thanked Prime
Minister Narendra Modi,
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh, Chief Minister Pramod
Sawant for their assistance.

“Everyone has helped us a
lot. I want to thank the Prime
Minister and Defence Minister,
other Union Ministers and
party officials, Chief Minister
and Health Minister and all
party workers, because of
whose support and blessings
we were able to overcome this
phase,” Siddhesh Naik said.
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Thiruvananthapuram: Under
pressure from numerous quar-
ters, the Pinarayi Vijayan gov-
ernment in Kerala on
Wednesday decided to with-
draw cases against protesters on
the Sabarimala temple issue and
also against those involved in
anti-Citizenship Amendment
Act protests.

The state Cabinet decided
to withdraw the cases as they
are not serious criminal cases.

Incidentally, Vijayan was
forced to take this decision
after the Congress-led opposi-
tion said if they return to
power, they would withdraw all
these cases. Reacting to the
Vijayan's decision, Leader of
Opposition Ramesh
Chennithala said while he wel-
comes this decision, it came a
bit late and the reasons why it
has been made now is known
to all, hinting at upcoming
Assembly polls.

But BJP leader Kummanam
Rajasekheran said he fails to
understand why the decision
appears to have come with a
rider that “serious criminal

cases” will not be withdrawn.
“The government should

first make things clear on which
are those cases that fall under
the serious category. We all
expected that the government
would apologise to the people
for having unleashed a police
raj against the Sabarimala
believers and then they should
have withdrawn each and every
case that was registered against
the believers who protested
over violation of temple tradi-
tions,” said Rajasekheran.

G. Sukumaran Nair, gener-
al secretary of the Nair Service
Society - the socio-cultural
body of the Hindu Nairs - said
this is certainly a good step of
the Vijayan government.

“We were the first to
demand this but I don't think
all the issues will end with this,”
said Nair.

Back in 2018, Vijayan
rubbed Sabarimala temple wor-
shippers the wrong way when
his government announced that
it would go forward and imple-
ment the apex court order
which said the temple should be

open to all women, as against
the tradition and customs, no
women in the age group 10 to
50 are allowed.

That led to massive protests
by angry worshippers who
came out in large numbers and
fought a bitter battle with the
police who were trying to escort
women who came to break the
tradition. During that period
numerous cases was registered
against the protesters.

Things took a turn for the
worse for Vijayan when the
LDF was able to win just one of
the 20 Lok Sabha seats in
Kerala and the single reason
attributed was the anger of the
Hindu community over break-
ing of the Sabarimala temple
tradition.

And now with the
Assembly polls round the cor-
ner, it remains to be seen, with
the damage already done, how
far this will benefit Vijayan who
is aiming to become the first
Chief Minister in the state's his-
tory to return to power by win-
ning two successive 
elections. IANS

Lakhimpur Kheri (UP): The
four girls who went missing on
their way to school on Tuesday,
were found in Uttarakhand on
Wednesday. SP Vijay Dhul said
that the girls had left their
homes to visit Uttarakhand.
They were staying at a hotel
under Muni ki Reti police sta-
tion in Tehri Garhwal district.

They have been safely
recovered by a police team
that went from here. The
Uttarakhand police also helped
in tracking down the girls.

The police team is now
bringing the girls back.

According to the police,
technical surveillance was used
to track down the girls, three of
whom are minors.

One of the girls, 20, a stu-
dent of Class 12, had left home
with Rs 25,000 cash. She, along
with three minor girls aged
between 15 to 16 years, were
seen boarding the bus.

The SSP said, “The bus
conductor, who identified the
girls, said he had dropped
them at Sitapur bus stand. It
appears from the CCTV clips
and the conductor's account,
that the girls left home on their
own. We do not see anyone
accompanying them.” IANS
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Within 48 hours of Narendra
Modi calling  out for “real

Poriborton (change of guards)” from
a public rally in Hooghly, Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee launched
a blistering attack on the Prime
Minister, calling him a “dangabaj”
(rioter), a “daitya” and “danab”
(demon) and daring him to defeat the
Trinamool Congress in the (electoral)
game that was in the offing.

Banerjee’s no-holds-barred attack
came a day after CBI officials ques-
tioned Rujira Narula Banerjee the wife
of her nephew and TMC MP Abhishek
Banerjee regarding her bank transac-
tions in Thailand. The CBI is porbing
the multi-croer coal scam.Attacking
the Prime Minister for using CBI
against the opposition leaders,  she said
earlier they were threatening us but
now they are entering the households
and not even sparing the young Bahus
(housewives).

“They sent CBI to harass a Bahu
of my house. They are calling us coal
thieves … but let me ask who is a thief
. These people stay in the hotels con-
structed by coal mafia at Durgapur,
their leaders stay in the house of the

Ruias who have ruined the Dunlop
company. They are selling out BSNL,
Rail, LIC, SAIL, banks and are calling
us coal thieves. Are  the bahus of
Bengal coal thieves?”

“I will play the Goalkeeper and see
how many goals you can score,” the
Chief Minister said invoking the
weird “Khela Hobey” (there will be a
game) slogan that has recently gone
into circulation in the poll-bound
Bengal with the opposition leaders
calling it a Trinamool ploy to terrorise
the voters driving fears of a “bloody
game” so that they remain indoors and
do not venture out to vote.

Launching a fierce personal attack
she said, “today the country is being
ruled by a Hodol Kutkut (Bengali for
a chubby person) and a Kimbhut
Kimakar (weird looking guy) who
have been peddling all kinds of lies
against us to win elections.”

“Let me tell you that they are big-
ger Tolabaj  in fact they are Dangabaj
(rioters) who ignite riots to win elec-
tions,” Banerjee thundered from the
same Dunlop Maidan where Modi
addressed his rally on Monday and
used the tolabaj jibe to attack the TMC.

“The other day the self-styled
tallest leader of the country who

thinks himself even taller than
Mahatma Gandhi came here to tell all
kind of lies … he spoke of develop-
ment done by his Government, he said
that the TMC has done nothing. If I
did nothing then who made the
Noapara Dakshineshwar Metro
Railway, who made Joka Metro, who
made Dankuni Amritsar freight cor-
ridor --- all these I had cleared as a
Railway Minister of which this man is
cutting ribbons and taking the cred-
it,” Banerjee said adding I have not
seen a Prime Minister to tell such
amount of lies.”

“The country is being ruled by a
doitya and a danab (Bengali for
demons). They will try to break our
spine. They will infiltrate and grab
Bengal its culture and everything. Do
you want that? Do you want Bengal to
be ruled by Gujarat … Bengal will be
ruled by Bengal and not Gujarat,” she
said. Referring to the “great fall of
Donald Trump” she said “he (Modi
had held that hands of Trump think-
ing that he will continue to help him
everywhere but now see what has hap-
pened to him (the former US
President). I tell you this man’s con-
dition will be even worse than that of
Trump.”

Amaravati: A live debate on a
Telugu news channel turned
ugly when one of the panelists
assaulted a BJP leader with a
slipper.

During the political debate
on Tuesday night, Kolikapudi
Srinivasa Rao, an activist work-
ing against the trifurcation of
Amaravati, removed his slipper
and hit BJP's Andhra Pradesh
general secretary Vishnu
Vardhan Reddy after a verbal
duel over some comments
made by Reddy on former
chief ministers.

Enraged by these remarks,
Rao fired back at Reddy saying
he was talking “nonsense”. He
was aided by condemnation
from another panelist who
logged in virtually from home.

“You are crossing your lim-
its,” Reddy warned Rao, but he
said that he will repeat the
“nonsense” word 100 times.

As the debate heated up,
Reddy accused Rao that he
should wear a Telugu Desam

Party (TDP) flag and then
debate, hinting that he was a
TDP supporter.

“Wear a TDP flag and talk
or go and work in the TDP
office. Who are you? Who are
you to ask me? Should I do
your paid artist job?” fumed
Reddy.

On hearing the “paid artist”
jibe, an infuriated Rao removed
his slipper and struck Reddy on
his face and questioned him
“who is a paid artist?”

Those opposing
Amaravati's trifurcation are
termed as “paid artists” by
their political opponents, who
allege that they are opposing
trifurcation as the land value in
Amaravati region will plum-
met. IANS
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Patna: A Sub-Inspector in Bihar's
Sitamarhi district was killed in an
encounter with a liquor mafia gang while
a guard sustained injuries on Wednesday
afternoon. Sources said that a smuggler
was also killed.

The encounter took place in Kunwari
village around 12.15 pm.

P.N. Sahu, Deputy Superintendent of
Police Sitamarhi confirmed the incident.

Sahu said that there was information
about Sub Inspector Dinesh Ram posted
in Majorganj police station who sustained
gunshot injuries and later succumbed in
Sadar hospital. There strict liquor prohi-
bition laws in Bihar. IANS
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Shahjahanpur (UP): The BA second
year student who was found half-burnt
near a highway in Shahjahanpur, has
now told the police that three people
tried to rape her in a field near Rai
Kheda village on Monday evening and
when they did not succeed, they poured
kerosene and set her on fire.

Superintendent of Police S. Anand
said that the girl gave this statement to
the investigators. She has not yet named
the accused.

The victim has now been admitted
to Civil Hospital in Lucknow. She has
suffered more than 70 per cent burn
injuries on the stomach chest and neck.

The police officer, however, said that
she frequently changed her statements
and also said that she was not aware how
she reached the hospital from the third
floor of her college building.

In CCTV footage, the girl, a student
of a college run by a trust of former
union minister Swami Chinmayanand,
was seen coming down alone from the
third floor, the police said.

The SP said, “With the help of
CCTV footage, we have found that the
girl went out of the college campus from
a broken outer wall about 20 minutes
after entering the premises and was seen
walking alone on a canal road.”

Before that, the girl could be seen
talking to her friends outside a classroom
and visiting a library.

Three teams led by deputy super-
intendents of police (DSP) as well as an
SOG team have been deployed.  IANS
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Demanding an enquiry into the
alleged suicide by sitting MP

Mohan S. Delkar, the ruling Congress
on Wednesday turned the needle of
suspicion towards Administrator of
the Union Territory (UT) of Dadra,
Nagar Haveli and Daman & Diu and
former BJP MLA Praful Patel who, it
alleged, was among the UT officials
that harassed Delkar leading the lat-
ter ending his life.

In a video-conference held with
Maharashtra Home Minister Anil
Deshmukh, State Congress general
secretary Sachin Sawant and party’s
spokesperson Dr Raju Wagmare
alluded to a video clip released by late
Delkar in mid-2020 and the suicide
note left by the latter and rooted for
thorough investigations into the cir-
cumstances leading to the suicide by
the sitting MP.

“The tragic end of Mr Delkjar
needs to be investigated. He has left
A 16-page suicide note in which he
has mentioned the names of all the
officials who harassed him. It is
being discussed among people that he
has mentioned the name of Praful
Patel, who is currently working as the
Administrator of Dadra, Nagar Haveli
and Daman & Diu since 2016,”
Sawant and Dr Wagmare said in their
representation to the State Home
Minister.

“Mr Patel is a former BJP MLA
from Himatnagar constituency in
Gujarat for its 12th legislative
Assembly. He also served as an
Minister of State for Home of Gujarat
and is very close to the RSS and BJP’s
national leadership,” the two
Congress leaders said.

“It is pertinent to note that
Delkar travelled to Mumbai late on
Sunday, checked into a hotel and
committed ̀ suicide’ by hanging him-
self in the room. He may have cho-
sen to come to Mumbai committing
suicide because of he was not sure to
get justice in the Union Territory,”
Saware and Dr Wafgmare said.

“He must have come to Mumbai
with an expectation from the MVA
government that the culprits who
compelled him to take  the extreme
step would be punished by law,” the
two Congress leaders stated in their
letter. On his part, the State Home
Minister gave a patient hearing  to the
Congress, accepted their two-page
representation and assured them
that he would direct the Mumbai
Police to look into the matter. 

In their interaction with
Deshmukh, the two Congress lead-
ers alluded to a video released by
Delkar sometime in mid-2020, in
which the latter had threatened to
resign as the MP as he could no
longer bear the “insults and humili-
ating treatment” meted out to him

continuously.
“Delkar was clearly seen target-

ing the BJP in the video. The words
used by him shed light on how he was
targeted by the Modi government,”
the Congress leaders said in their rep-
resentation to Deshmukh.

It may be recalled that Delkar was
found hanging in a hotel in the
Marine Drive in south Mumbai on
Monday. Fifty-eight-year-old Delkar
is suspected to have committed sui-
cide by hanging himself.

The preliminary investigations
had suggested Delkar had committed
by hanging himself in the hotel
room. His body was found in the
hotel on Monday. Delkar’s body was
subsequently taken to JJ Hospital
where after a post-mortem, his vis-
cera has been preserved for
histopathological examination to
ascertain the exact cause of the
death. Later, his mortal remains were
handed over to his family members
on Tuesday for taking to Silvassa,
where his last rites were performed
later in the evening.

While confirming that Delkar’s
body had been handed over to his
family, Mumbai’s Deputy
Commissioner of Police (operations)
and police spokesperson S Chaitanya
had declined to comment on the
investigations. “We cannot say any-
thing at this stage. Investigations are
in progress,” Chaitanya had said.

Chikkaballapur: A day after an 'acci-
dental explosion' in a quarry killed six
persons in Karnataka's Chikkaballapur,
police arrested five persons including
three partners of the mining firm, and
suspended two police officers on
Wednesday.

According to the police, the arrest-
ed are Raghavendra Reddy,
Venkatashiva Reddy and
Madhusudhan Reddy, who are part-
ners of Sri Bhramaravasini Sanders
while Praveen is a manager of this
company and Mohammed Riyaz
Ansari is the driver of the vehicle who
drove the victims along with explosive
materials.

Superintendent of Police Mithun
Kumar G.K. told IANS that two police
officers - Gudibande police station
inspector Manjunath M.N. and sub-
inspector G.R. Gopal Reddy have
been suspended. He said these officers
had failed to act “in time” against the
owners of Bhramaravasini Sanders for
illegal blasting and storage of explo-
sives. “Since the police officials failed
to arrest the accused despite com-
plaints, they were suspended,” he said.

Following the incident on Tuesday,
Karnataka Home Minister Basavaraj
Bommai who had inspected the spot
had directed Inspector General of
Police (Central Range) M. Chandra
Shekar to form three special teams to
nab the culprits. Accordingly, the IGP
had formed the teams under the
supervision of Chikkaballapur SP
Mithun Kumar. IANS
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Amaravati: Andhra Pradesh recorded 94 new Covid
cases on Wednesday, raising the state's tally over 8.89
lakh, even as 66 more persons recovered from the virus
in the past 24 hours.

Chittoor district reported the highest number of
cases at 21, followed by Visakhapatnam (15),
Anantapur (11), Srikakulam (9) and East Godavari and
Guntur (8 each) with Kadapa and Nellore (5 each),
Krishna and Vizianagaram (4 each) and Kurnool and
West Godavari (2 each).

East Godavari's tally crossed 1.24 lakh, the high-
est among all Andhra districts, while the state's pos-
itivity rate fell to 6.44 per cent, which is still higher
than the national average of 5.18 per cent.

Surprisingly, the state's active coronavirus cases
rose back over 600 to reach 603 in the past 24 hours.

But no fatalities occurred due to the virus in the
past 24 hours, retaining the total number of deaths
at 7,168. Powered by 66 more recoveries, total recov-
eries crossed 8.81 lakh in the southern state.

With 32,494 more tests, total Covid tests in Andhra
Pradesh crossed 1.38 crore. IANS
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Kolkata: In a tragic accident, a speeding truck mowed
down as many as 11 people, killing at least four in the
spot, in West Bengal's Burdwan district on 
Wednesday.

Police said the incident took place on the
National Highway (NH)-2 this evening near Palsit
when the truck hit a group of passengers waiting for
local transport along the highway.

At least four people were killed in the spot while
seven others were taken to a nearby hospital with crit-
ical injuries. The condition of five injured passengers
is really serious, sources said.

The truck was coming from Kolkata side and after
the incident it fled the spot. The police have launched
search drive to find the offending vehicle. IANS
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ened the Army’s role in the
parliamentary system on the
legal front. Considering the
popularity of Suu Kyi in the
new political order, the Army
had especially added that a
President should have a mil-
itary background and none of
his/her spouses be subjects of
a foreign power or citizen 
of a foreign country to limit
her chances of holding the
President’s office as her two
sons are British citizens. The
Home and the Defence 
portfolios can be held only by
the Army, and the 25 per cent
reservation was to keep 
the military in full control.
The emergency powers have
further strengthened the
Army’s position.

In the course of a popu-
lar public movement
demanding to reinstate a
democratic order, Suu Kyi’s
rise became synonymous to
democracy. Yet she failed to
condemn and control the
gross human rights viola-
tions of Rohingyas in the
Rakhine State. The refugee
Rohingyas moved en masse to
neighbouring Bangladesh.
While the world was looking
at Suu Kyi to emerge as a mes-
siah for ethnic Rohingyas, she
chose to rescue her own party.
More surprisingly, she was
seen labelling Rohingyas as

“illegal migrants” who were
already tagged as “Islamic
terrorists” by the Army. While
Amnesty International
stripped away her honours,
there were calls to take back
even the Nobel Peace Prize.

Suu Kyi may have been
vocal for democracy in
Myanmar but she failed to
stand for it while in power. She
condemned neither a State-
sponsored ethnic cleansing
by the Army nor the Buddhist
lobby that was reportedly
instrumental in the alleged
brutalities. Therefore, while
the world is condemning the
coup, international actors are
cautious in defending Suu
Kyi. It is an open secret that the
NLD co-existed with the
Army, but the compulsions of
democracy had kept them on
different paths. In reality, the
Generals never gave up on
their political aspirations and
failure through the electoral
route made the coup evitable.

India has aired its voice in
favour of democracy and nor-
malcy in Myanmar. At the
same time, New Delhi has
opted not to slap any sanctions
unlike the US, UK and the EU.
As a champion of democracy,
India’s appeal for its restoration
remains the common element
across the volatile political
surfaces globally. It helps New

Delhi to convey the message
of peace and democracy more
actively. India’s COVID-19
vaccine gift to Myanmar is
proof of its commitment to
peaceful humanitarian causes.

Meanwhile, as an impor-
tant country in India’s Act
East policy, New Delhi needs
to look at the Myanmar bor-
der with utmost caution.
India’s challenge will not be
limited to tackling an increas-
ing bonhomie between China
and the Myanmar Army; the
looming political crisis in
Bangladesh will double India’s
Eastern challenge. 

The recent exposé — ‘All
the Prime Minister’s Men’ by Al
Jazeera, revealing an alleged
criminal nexus between the
Bangladesh Army chief, his
brothers and Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina-led Bangladesh
Nationalist Party — has
caused an uproar. While the
Bangladesh Government has
backed the Army, the alleged
claims in the exposé are of
grave concerns. Therefore, the
Act East policy needs to
include emergency strategies
of diplomatic, intelligence,
security and political nature.

(The author is an ICSSR
Doctoral Fellow at the JNU,
New Delhi, and Senior Fellow at
the AIDIA, Kathmandu. The
views expressed are personal.)
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The long-awaited goal of

democracy in Myanmar
was achieved in 2011
after a five-decade strug-

gle led by civil society, interna-
tional actors and agencies against
an autocratic military in the
country. However, the recent
coup d’état by the national Army
has once again led Myanmar to
uncertain times. The coup sur-
prised the world and it shall be
seen as the outcome of a com-
promised leadership by Aung
San Suu Kyi. Despite registering
a mammoth victory in the
November 2020 elections, the
Suu Kyi-led National League for
Democracy (NLD) was accused
by the Army and Opposition of
poll irregularities, corruption
and unethical means in “stealing”
the victory; hence, the coup.

While the Union Election
Commission has refuted all
claims of poll irregularities by
the NLD, it was in no way pos-
sible that the Army would not
act to assert its political victo-
ry, considering an uneasy ride
with the NLD Government in
the last six years.

Amid mounting interna-
tional pressure, the military
junta was forced to pave the way
for the entry of democratic
forces in 2010. The political
prisoners were released, includ-
ing Suu Kyi, but the NLD boy-
cotted the elections over alleged
irregularities by the military-
backed Union Solidarity and
Development Party. However,
over the next five years, the NLD
gained popular support which
was reflected in the 2015 gener-
al elections. The NLD won 168
of the 224 seats in the Amyotha
Hluttaw (House of Nationalities),
with 25 per cent seats going to
the Army without any contest. It
indicated more space for pro-
democracy leadership and
restoration of the multiparty
parliamentary system. In 2011,
President U Thein Sein had car-
ried out significant political and
economic reforms though these
were in sync with the needs and
demands of the military.

For the current fiasco, one
needs to look at the 2008
Constitution of the Myanmar
Army as one of the root causes.
The Constitution had strength-

SOUNDBITE
��������	��	�
������
Sir — While granting bail to activist Disha
Ravi, Additional Sessions Judge
Dharmender Rana demolished almost
every charge levelled against her because
“not even an iota of evidence was brought
to the court’s notice”. This a rap on the
knuckles of the Centre and the Delhi Police.

Interestingly, before speaking about the
conscience of the nation, Judge Rana quot-
ed the Rig Veda and reminded the nation:
“This 5,000-year-old civilisation of ours has
never been averse to ideas from varied quar-
ters.” For her part, the activist Disha Ravi
said if it was sedition to highlight farmers’
protest globally, she was willing to be
imprisoned. She also clarified that there was
no question of collaborating with the pro-
Khalistani group, Poetic Justice Foundation.

But when the court has thrown this
“toolkit” charge into the waste paper bas-
ket, one wonders whether it has made the
BJP feel embarrassed of its own “toolkit”:
Charging innocent citizens with cooked-up
stories, unleashing the ED, IT and/or the
CBI on political opponents and toppling
State Governments by way of horse trad-
ing. I strongly feel that the verdict is an
encouragement to and booster for Disha
Ravi to stand up against all concocted
charges. One should be happy with her bail
order but hope she draws a Lakshman rekha
for herself; otherwise she may keep facing
such problems in the future, too.                 

Bidyut Kumar Chatterjee | Faridabad
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Sir — Glad to read about the Union
Government’s decision to vaccinate peo-
ple above the age of 60 years against
Coronavirus from March 1, besides includ-
ing people above 45 who suffer from
comorbidities in the second phase. As per
the statement made by Union Minister
Prakash Javadekar, India’s vaccination
drive proposal has been approved by the
Union Cabinet and the above-mentioned
groups will receive the shot at the
Government’s expense and at its facilities.

The announcement comes at a time
when there is an alarming spurt in the

number of COVID-19 cases across the
country, particularly in Maharashtra,
Kerala, Gujarat, Punjab, Karnataka and
Jammu and Kashmir. I believe that the
Centre does not have any alternative but
to provide free vaccination to the citizens
as quite a lot of people would not be able
to afford it, thus preferring to stay back
and take recourse to home-made reme-
dies. This development, if it comes about,
would totally defeat the purpose of the
world’s biggest inoculation programme as
there would be critical gaps left uncov-
ered in the chain of vaccinated Indians.
Also, the Centre must insist that private
hospitals also give free vaccines to peo-
ple aged 60 and above with the cost being
borne by the Government.

Bhagwan Thadani | Mumbai

�������������
�����������
Sir —In India, cricket is a religion and we
look at our cricketers as demigods. To stay
at the pinnacle of our global success in the
sport, we need to have world-class stadia

for grooming our youngsters on their way
up to the highest level. In this regard, the
inauguration of the world’s largest crick-
et stadium in Ahmedabad is a giant leap
towards a new era.

The stadium, which was closed for
renovation in 2015, has been a witness to
some major milestones in Indian cricket
in its previous avatar. Sunil Gavaskar
reached his 10,000 run-mark in Test
cricket here against Pakistan in 1987 and,
in 1994, Kapil Dev claimed his 432nd Test
wicket to become the highest wicket-taker
in the world, surpassing Sir Richard
Hadlee. The ground has a state-of-the-art
drainage system that will take just 30 min-
utes from the time it stops raining to flush
out the water. Also, it is the only cricket
stadium in the world to have four dress-
ing rooms for the players so that back-to-
back games can be played on the same day.

CK Subramaniam | Navi Mumbai
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The internet has evolved as an indispensable tool
for transforming our society and culture.
Women, especially those living in rural India,

have been empowered to speak about their diverse
realities, discuss common concerns and organise for
change. However, the challenges of censorship and
overregulation emanating from actions like block-
ing of LGBTQ+ sites or silencing of female voices
on social media through misogynistic hate speech
and trolling, make it essential to find sustainable solu-
tions to these concerns that are threatening the online
safety of vulnerable communities. After all, with the
internet becoming the ultimate manifestation of our
social reality, attaining online equality is paramount
for ensuring the same offline.

The feminist landscape of online hate: The last
decade has witnessed instances of cyberstalking, rape
threats and other forms of gendered violence
increase at an alarming rate on the internet. In stark
contrast to claims that “cyberhate” is predominant-
ly innocuous, there are a range of academic studies
which prove the widespread suffering caused,
owing to the consequent social, psychological and
economic harm inflicted upon women due to this
challenge. The problem of gendered cyberhate has
become far more prevalent since the advent of web
2.0, which was marked by the shift towards a greater
amount of user-generated content, collaboration,
interactivity and information sharing over the web.
This facilitated online antagonists to get easier access
to their targets in a manner that was never possible
before. According to a 2015 report by the United
Nations, 73 per cent of women have experienced
some form of online violence. An analysis conduct-
ed by a leading daily revealed that out of every 10
writers who receive abusive comments online, eight
were women.

Types of online hate: Online abuse can be placed
on a wide spectrum of violence, ranging from mild-
ly irritating (cyberstalking) at one end to unequiv-
ocally criminal (revenge pornography) at the other.
One peculiar characteristic of this challenge as seen
in India and many other developing economies, is
the dimension of domestic violence which is
increasingly being observed as a major component
of most of the cases of online harassment. Some of
the most prominent forms of gendered cyberhate
faced by women online include cyberbullying, a chal-
lenge whose primary target is mainly school and col-
lege girls. Then there is cyberstalking, which
includes the perpetrator making unwarranted
attempts to contact the target by installing a spyware
on her phone or hacking her email/social media
accounts. Plus there is denial of service, wherein, the
online platforms disables the person to voice her-
self, often due to her unconventional views. Other
major forms of online harm are doxing, which
involves publication of personally identifiable infor-
mation about a person that enables online antago-
nists to find their targets offline, and the most crit-
ically dangerous of all including revenge pornogra-
phy (publishing sexually explicit content, often of a
former partner without their consent) and sextor-
tion (hacking webcameras, installing malwares or
impersonating as someone’s romantic interest to
obtain intimate information and images).

Implications of the harm on users: Extensive
evidence exists to show that gendered cyberhate
inflicts significant psychological, social, reputation-
al and economic distress and harm upon women.

This includes putting limitations on
their ability to engage in meaningful
activism to respond to the challenge
of gendered cyberhate itself. This
leads to serious concerns of violation
of both rights guaranteed under
international human rights laws and
the Constitution of India, including
their right to free speech, right to
informational privacy, right to bod-
ily integrity and right to reputation,
to name a few. As another major con-
cern, it is seen that women who
depend on the internet to earn their
livelihood are more prone to receiv-
ing online hate. This causes serious
repercussions for them to find and
keep access to their jobs and social-
ly and professionally network them-
selves — causing blatant breach of
their right to livelihood and gender
equality. 

Understanding and solving the
problem: We must not forget that
India has not only bagged one of the
top ranks for having the highest num-
ber of internet users, but it is also the
country that tops the statistics of glob-
al sexual harassment. The harassment
faced by women in the physical
world is mirrored by the image
harassment faced by them in the
online world. A survey conducted by
Feminism in India underscored that
50 per cent of women in major cities
of India have faced online abuse.
However, women are not the only vic-
tims of such abuse. There is concur-
rently rampant online harassment of
individuals from marginalised gen-
ders and sexualities as well. A truly
intersectional view of the issue
demands that it is specifically

addressed through policy and law, as
it is evident that the laws at present
that were created with the purpose of
protecting women are failing at their
task to create a safe place online.
Cyberhate, specifically, is a growing
issue in the Indian online space. With
a charged society polarised by religion
and politics, the instances of hateful,
violating, or mean comments that
occur in the comment sections,
forums and on other websites or
social media have multiplied. In the
case of cyberhate not all violations
may be explicitly against the law, they
are still serious and unacceptable as
a part of  online presence, as much
as it would be in the physical society.
It is important to recognise that to
truly tackle the issue of cyberhate, our
society, platforms and institutions
including the Government must
come together. Cyberhate must be
dealt with at a societal level through
awareness and change in mindsets
while institutions must provide for
zero tolerance and also grievance
redressal. It must exist at all levels. For
example, employers must show a
responsibility and obligation towards
staff to provide them with tools or
resources to deal with the cyberhate
that they might face as a consequence
of the work they are required to do
online. Also, legal measures and
institutional methods against hate
speech are unlikely to be able to tack-
le the sheer volume of online publi-
cations. A complete solution would
be to work together with ISPs and
platforms i.e. intermediaries to devel-
op comprehensive codes of conduct
or community guidelines based on

which removal of offensive content
takes place. Platforms have the abil-
ity to use their technology to detect
such content and thereby filter/flag or
even remove it. It is equally impor-
tant to enhance their responsibility in
these scenarios to be able to comple-
ment the efforts of law enforcement.

The way forward: With the IPC,
IT Act and the POCSO rules in place
we have adequate laws to tackle
cyberhate. The challenge is to effec-
tively implement these laws to ensure
safe online space. The Draft
Intermediary Guidelines, 2018, envis-
aged under the IT Act received
extant criticism owing to its delete-
rious impact on free speech and pri-
vacy of users. If implemented, it
would pierce the encryption-enabled
anonymity enjoyed by women and
marginalised groups. This anonymi-
ty is crucial to tackle trolls with coun-
terspeech and ensure online safety. A
recent study explains how the man-
date of proactive monitoring under
the Draft Guidelines by using auto-
mated tools and introducing trace-
ability, by breaking encryption, would
undermine the safety of users.

Despite the existence of regula-
tory mechanisms, we have not been
able to effectively handle online safe-
ty challenges owing to the lack of
proper implementation. The onus of
reform cannot be entirely placed on
regulation and also lies on the partic-
ipants in the ecosystem who have a
major role in ensuring that progres-
sive laws and policies are rightly
implemented and followed. It is the
duty of the State to effectively pros-
ecute perpetrators of online hate.
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Rising fuel prices, a
nascent electric vehicle
(EV) support infra-

structure and the recently-
announced vehicle scrappage
policy amid worrying pollu-
tion levels, are creating an
unprecedented crisis of sorts
for Indians as far as commut-
ing is concerned. These con-
ditions are exacerbated by a
creaking public transport sys-
tem that is bursting at the
seams. The seemingly
unstoppable rally of fuel price
hikes is undoubtedly the most
disturbing development so
far for a nation that is battling
a pandemic-induced eco-
nomic downturn and dwin-
dling income levels. 

In view of a divided and
weak Opposition, that repeat-
edly fails to take up key issues
that affect the common man,
the Government has mus-
tered enough confidence to
dish out 21 fuel hikes in the

first two months of the new
year, if media reports are to be
believed. For many of us, the
rise in pollution levels and
fuel prices has come as an
indication to shift towards
EVs or public transport, but
in these times of
Coronavirus-induced social
distancing, jostling in a
crowded public conveyance
does not seem to be a natur-
al choice. 

The finality of making an
alternative choice for com-
muting has been further
strengthened by the
announcement of the vehicle
scrappage policy which
makes owning an old vehicle
in Delhi-NCR impossible and
very costly elsewhere in the
country. Though this policy
has delighted auto manufac-
turers as new vehicle demand
is expected to soar, the citi-
zens whose budgets have
been severely hit by the pan-

demic may not share the
same enthusiasm, as many of
their perfectly maintained
vehicles will end up in scrap-
yards. In the midst of this
chaos, the EV industry is
emerging as the apt solution
for all the existent problems,
but the Indian EV sector is
anything but fully ready to
meet the challenge.

The auto sector, which
was experiencing a slowdown
even before the virus’ out-
break, came to its knees as the
full impact of the COVID-19
contagion was unleashed.
The Union Budget addressed
the sector’s concerns by
focusing on reliefs such as tax
holidays for EV startups. The
setting aside of �2,217 crore
for ‘Clean Air’, for 42 urban
centres with a million-plus
population is also a good
move that can spread aware-
ness about the environmen-
tal benefits of EVs. 

Similarly, the
Government’s plan for
strengthening the public
transport sector under the
Public–Private-Partnership
model with an outlay of
�18,000 crore for operating
20,000 buses is encouraging
for the EV industry.

The scheme can help
fight air pollution effectively.
But inexplicably, this is where
the Government’s vision gets
blurry as the Budget does not
mention any EV-focused ini-

tiative or policy, including
Faster Adoption and
Manufacturing of Electric
Vehicles (FAME). 

Other expectations,
including the ramping up of
EV charging infrastructure,
enablement of retail financing
for EVs and moderation of
the inverted Goods and
Services Tax (GST) structure
along with lowering of taxes
on EV input components,
including battery, were also
not addressed.

The EV manufacturers
were hopeful of a firmer pol-
icy commitment from the
Government, especially in
the duty structure pertaining
to batteries. The Budget plat-
form could have been used to
fix the inverted duty structure
for components such as bat-
teries from 18 per cent to five
per cent and for
charging/swapping infra-
structure services, too, from

18 per cent to five per cent.
For instance, a lithium-ion
battery fitted in an EV attracts
12 per cent GST but it is 18
per cent GST when sold sep-
arately. Correction of such
issues would have lent enor-
mous confidence to EV man-
ufacturers and provided a
much-needed push to the
sector. Similarly, lowering of
import duties on automotive
parts instead of raising them
would have had the same
positive impact on the spirit
of the industry, besides low-
ering the critical costs of
production.

The absence of an aggres-
sive push from the
Government for the indige-
nous EV industry has raised
concerns for its future. World
leading EV manufacturers
such as Tesla are already eye-
ing the huge potential of the
Indian market. In fact, Tesla
has already registered itself as

an entity in India in
Bengaluru, with the intention
of manufacturing EV cars.
Hyundai’s Kona and Morris
Garages’ ZS EV, are already
making inroads in the Indian
market as we speak. With
competition already getting
hot, Indian EV manufactur-
ers need more support from
the Government in the form
of sops, tax holidays for four-
wheel EV makers, better GST
structures and lower import
duties besides robust financ-
ing options for the con-
sumers. These measures com-
bined with superior nation-
wide charging infrastructure
can render fossil fuel cars
obsolete, paving the way for
their phase-out.

EV technology is the
future of mobility but dither-
ing Government measures
mean that this amazing tech-
nology is still stuck in neutral
in the country.
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Nepal Prime Minister KP
Sharma Oli will not resign

immediately and implement
the Supreme Court’s verdict
against him by facing
Parliament that is due to con-
vene within two weeks, an
official representing the embat-
tled premier said on
Wednesday.

In a landmark ruling, a
five-member constitutional
bench led by Chief Justice
Cholendra Shumsher on
Tuesday annulled the Oli gov-
ernment’s “unconstitutional”
decision to dissolve the 275-
member lower house of
Parliament. The court also
ordered the government to
summon the House session
within the next 13 days.

Nepal plunged into a polit-
ical crisis on December 20
after President Bidya Devi
Bhandari dissolved the House
and announced fresh elections
on April 30 and May 10 at the
recommendation of Prime
Minister Oli, amidst a tussle for
power within the ruling Nepal
Communist Party (NCP).

Oli’s Press Advisor Surya
Thapa said the prime minister,

who turned 69 this week,
intends to implement the ver-
dict of the apex court after fac-
ing Parliament that is due to
convene within two weeks.

“The Supreme Court’s ver-
dict is controversial, however,
it should be accepted and
implemented. Its effects will be
seen in the future as the deci-
sion has not provided any solu-
tion to the political problems,”
Thapa said. He claimed that the
apex court’s verdict will further
fuel instability and pave way for

power-play.
“The Prime Minister will

face the House of
Representatives to implement
the verdict but will not tender
his resignation as of now,”
Thapa was quoted as saying by
The Himalayan Times.

Oli’s Chief Advisor Bishnu
Rimal, mirroring Thapa’s sen-
timents, said that all will have
to accept the court’s decision.
“However, it provides no solu-
tion to existing political com-
plications,” Rimal said.
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Whether taken from their
homes in the middle of

the night or grabbed off the
streets during protests, hun-
dreds of people have been
arrested in the weeks since
Myanmar’s military coup, lead-
ing human rights groups and
experts to fear a sizable expan-
sion in the number of political
prisoners in the country. 

As of Tuesday, some 696
people — including monks,
writers, activists, politicians
and others — had been arrest-
ed in relation to the coup,
according to the Assistance
Association for Political

Prisoners, or AAPP, a
Myanmar-based organisation.

Many of those arrested
were charged using a legacy of
laws — some dating back to
British colonial times and oth-
ers instituted under previous

military regimes — that have
been used against critics by
every government, including
the one led by Aung San Suu
Kyi’s National League for
Democracy party, which was
ousted in the Feb. 1 coup.
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Myanmar’s military junta
must relinquish power

and restore the democratical-
ly-elected government, the US
has said, asserting that it stands
with the people and supports
their aspirations in reinstating

a civilian-led government in
the country. Myanmar’s mili-
tary early this month toppled
the government and seized
power for one year, detaining
top political figures, including
de facto leader Aung San Suu
Kyi and President U Win Myint
in the bloodless coup.

Bangkok: Regional diplo-
matic efforts to resolve
Myanmar’s political crisis
gathered pace Wednesday,
while protests continued in
Yangon and other cities call-
ing for the country’s coup-
makers to stand down and
Aung San Suu Kyi’s elected
government to be returned to
power. AP
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Linda Thomas-Greenfield, a
veteran diplomat and Joe

Biden’s nominee, has been con-
firmed as America’s next
ambassador to the United
Nations by the US Senate,
adding a key member to the
President’s national security
team as it seeks to reengage
with the world body.

The 100-member Senate
on Tuesday backed Thomas-
Greenfield by 78 to 20 votes to
be US’ representative at the
world body and a member of
Biden’s Cabinet. Thomas-
Greenfield, 68, is a 35-year vet-
eran of the Foreign Service who
has served on four continents,
most notably in Africa.

Vice President Kamala
Harris is scheduled to admin-

ister her the oath of office at the
White House on Wednesday. 

“Today’s Senate confirma-
tion of Linda Thomas-
Greenfield as the US
Permanent Representative to
the United Nations reinforces
President Biden’s commitment
to restore and expand
American leadership on the
global stage,” Secretary of State
Tony Blinken said.

“Thomas-Greenfield is a
seasoned diplomat, deeply
committed to American values,
and the right choice to rebuild
our nation’s standing at the UN
and in other multilateral
venues. I congratulate her on
her confirmation, and eagerly
anticipate our partnership in
serving the American people
and their interests,” Blinken
said in a statement.

Washington: US President Joe
Biden would not be okay if the
Taliban ruled Afghanistan, the
White House has said, under-
lining that there is an ongoing
process of considering the next
steps to ensure peace in the
war-torn country.

The US and the Taliban
reached an agreement in
February 2020 that called for a
permanent ceasefire, peace
negotiations between the
Taliban and the Afghan gov-
ernment, and a withdrawal of
all foreign forces by May 1.
There are about 2,500 US

troops currently in the country.
The Taliban had their

ouster at the hands of US-led
troops in 2001.

“I don’t think he would say
he’d be okay with that,” White
House Press Secretary Jen Psaki
told reporters on Tuesday when
asked if Biden is okay with the
Taliban ruling Afghanistan.

“But again, there’s an ongo-
ing process of considering the
next steps in Afghanistan.
That’s an ongoing discussion,
and I’m not going to get ahead
of where that sits at this point
in time,” Psaki said. PTI
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Aformer top US military
official has told lawmakers

that the Afghan Taliban have
had sanctuary in Pakistan and
the terror group originated
from the madrassas in that
country.

During a Congressional
hearing on Tuesday, General
(rtd) Joseph F Dunford, former
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, also told lawmakers that
the probability of civil war is
high in the wake of a precipi-
tous US withdrawal from
Afghanistan.

Washington: US Secretary of
State Antony Blinken spoke with
Bangladesh Foreign Minister AK
Abdul Momen and the two lead-
ers discussed ways to deepen eco-
nomic, defence and counterter-
rorism cooperation while agree-
ing to work together to address
challenges in South Asia and the
greater Indo-Pacific region.

Blinken called Momen over
the phone on Tuesday. During
their call, they discussed
Myanmar, a durable solution to
the Rohingya refugee crisis, and
the importance of respect for
labour and human rights. PTI

Moscow: Russia’s President
Vladimir Putin ordered the
nation’s top counterintelligence
agency Wednesday to redouble
its efforts to address what he
described as Western attempts
to destabilise the country.

Speaking at a meeting of top
officials of the Federal Security
Service, or FSB, the main KGB
successor agency, Putin pointed
at the “so-called policy of con-
tainment of Russia,” charging that
it includes efforts to “derail our
development, slow it down, cre-
ate problems alongside our bor-
ders and undermine the values
that unite Russian society.” AP

Accra: Ghana has become the
first country in the world to
receive vaccines acquired
through the United Nations-
backed COVAX initiative with
a delivery of 6,00,000 doses of
the AstraZeneca vaccine made
by the Serum Institute of India.

The vaccines, delivered by
UNICEF, arrived at Accra’s inter-
national airport early Wednesday
and are part of the first wave of
Covid-19 vaccines being sent by
COVAX, an international coop-
erative programme formed to
make sure low- and middle-
income countries have fair access
to Covid-19 vaccines. AP

Beijing: Developments sur-
rounding Iran’s nuclear pro-
gramme are at a “critical point”
and lifting sanctions on the
country is key to breaking the
deadlock, China’s 
Foreign Ministry said on
Wednesday. 

Spokesperson Wang

Wenbin’s comments came a day
after Iran officially began
restricting international inspec-
tions of its nuclear facilities in
a bid to pressure European
countries and the US into lift-
ing crippling economic sanc-
tions and restoring the 2015
nuclear deal. AP

Washington: Asserting that
the Biden administration is
placing democracy and human
rights at the center of its foreign
policy, Secretary of State Tony
Blinken announced on
Wednesday that the US will
seek election to the Human
Rights Council for the 2022-24
term, almost three years after it
quit the UN’s top rights body.

Former President Donald
Trump withdrew the United
States from the UN’s Human
Rights Council in June 2018,
describing it as a “hypocritical
and self-serving organisation”
that displayed “unending hos-
tility towards Israel”.

The Geneva-based Human
Rights Council is a 47-member
inter-governmental body with-
in the UN system tasked with
upholding human rights. PTI
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The supply of corporate
bonds in the domestic mar-

ket is expected to double to
�65-70 lakh crore by fiscal
2025 with the financial sector
contributing around 50 per
cent to this growth, rating
agency Crisil said.

The demand for corporate
bonds, however, is likely to be
�60-65 lakh crore by March
2025.  

“Over the next five
fiscals, corporate bond
issuances outstanding could

more than double from around
� 33 lakh crore or 16 per cent
of gross domestic product
(GDP) at the end of fiscal
2020 to �65-70 lakh crore –
tantamount to 22-24 per cent
of GDP – by the end of fiscal
2025,” the agency’s Managing
Director Gurpreet Chhatwal
said during a webinar. 
The financial sector will con-
tribute around 50 per cent of
the incremental supply, fol-
lowed by innovation (close to
25 per cent) and infrastructure
(about 20 per cent), the agency
said.  
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The finance ministry on
Wednesday allowed all pri-

vate sector banks to participate
in government-related busi-
ness like collection of taxes
pension payments and small
savings schemes. 

At the moment, only few
large private sector are allowed
to conduct government-relat-
ed business. 

This step is expected to
further enhance customer con-
venience, spur competition
and higher efficiency in the
standards of customer services,
an official statement said.

"Embargo lifted on grant
of Govt business to private
banks. All banks can now par-
ticipate. Private banks can now
be equal partners in develop-
ment of the Indian economy,
furthering Govt’s social sector
initiatives, and enhancing cus-
tomer convenience," Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
said in a tweet. 

Private sector banks,
which are at the forefront of
imbibing and implementing
latest technology and innova-
tion in banking, will now be
equal partners in development
of the Indian economy and in

furthering the social sector
initiatives of the government,
the statement said.

"With the lifting of the
embargo, there is now no bar
on RBI for authorization of pri-
vate sector banks (in addition
to public sector banks) for
Government business, includ-
ing Government agency busi-
ness. 

The Government has con-
veyed its decision to RBI," it
added. The government has
already announced its intent to
privatise two public sector
lenders, other than IDBI Bank,
in the Budget 2021-22. 

Sitharaman, while pre-
senting Budget 2021-22 earli-
er this month, had announced
the privatisation of Public
Sector Banks (PSBs) as part of
the disinvestment drive to gar-
ner Rs 1.75 lakh crore. 

"Other than IDBI Bank,
we propose to take up the pri-
vatisation of two Public Sector
Banks and one General
Insurance company in the year
2021-22," she had said. 

The government last year
consolidated 10 public sector
banks into four and as a result,
the total number of PSBs came
down to 12 from 27 in March
2017. 
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The Government on
Wednesday approved a

production-linked incentive
(PLI) scheme for the pharma-
ceutical sector, entailing an
outlay of Rs 15,000 crore. 

The Union Cabinet,
chaired by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi,  approved the
scheme which will benefit
domestic manufacturers, help
create employment and is
expected to contribute to the
availability of a wider range of
affordable medicines for con-
sumers.The duration of the

scheme would be from 2020-21
to 2028-29 and is expected to
promote the production of
high value products in the
country and increase the value
addition in exports, an official
release said.The total incre-
mental sales of Rs 2,94,000
crore and total incremental
exports of Rs 1,96,000 crore are
estimated during six years from
2022-23 to 2027-28, it added.

The scheme is expected to
generate 20,000 direct jobs and
80,000 indirect employment
for both skilled and unskilled
personnel, as a result of growth
in the sector, the release said.
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Equity benchmark Sensex
soared 1,030.28 points and

the Nifty rallied over 270 points
on Wednesday, tracking strong
buying in financial stocks, after
trading hours were extended
following a technical glitch at
NSE.

After resumption of trade
at 3.45 pm, NSE Nifty zoomed
274.20 points or 1.86 per cent
to end at 14,982.

Similarly, the 30-share BSE
index settled 1,030.28 points or
2.07 per cent higher at
50,781.69.

Axis Bank was the top
gainer in the Sensex pack,

surging around 5 per cent, fol-
lowed by HDFC twins, ICICI
Bank, Bajaj Finance and SBI.

On the other hand,
PowerGrid, Dr Reddy’s, TCS
and Asian Paints were among
the laggards.  

Minutes before the sched-
uled closure of trade at 3.30
pm, leading bourses BSE and
NSE said their equity and
derivatives markets will remain
open till 5 pm.

The move came after the
National Stock Exchange (NSE)
suffered an outage earlier in the
day due to technical glitches.
Trading across segments came
to a halt at 1140 hrs due to con-
nectivity issues.

Mumbai:The rupee furthered
its gains by another 11 paise to
settle at 72.35 against the US
dollar on Wednesday amid
persistent selling of the green-
back by banks and exporters.

Besides, positive domestic
equities and weaker American
currency in the overseas mar-
ket also helped the rupee con-
solidate gains.

At the interbank forex
market, the local unit opened
at 72.35 against the greenback
and witnessed an intra-day
high of 72.26 and a low of
72.41. PTI

New Delhi:The Income Tax
Department on Wednesday
said it has issued over Rs 1.95
lakh crore worth refunds to
over 1.93 crore taxpayers so far
this fiscal. Of this, personal
income tax refunds of Rs
69,653 crore have been issued
to over 1.90 crore taxpayers and
corporate tax refunds of Rs 1.26
lakh crore have been issued in
2.17 lakh cases. "CBDT issues
refunds of over Rs 1,95,736
crore to more than 1.93 crore
taxpayers between 1st April,
2020 to 22nd February, 2021,"
the I-T Department tweeted.

PTI
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The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) is concerned over the

impact cryptocurrencies may
have on the financial stability
in the economy and has con-
veyed the same to the govern-
ment, Governor Shaktikanta
Das said on Wednesday.

"We have certain major
concerns about cryptocurren-
cies. We have communicated
them to the government. 

It is under consideration in
the government and I do
expect and I think sooner or

later the government will take
a call and if required
Parliament also will consider
and decide," he said in an
interview with CNBC-TV18. 

"I want to make it clear that
the blockchain technology is
different. 

Blockchain technology
benefits have to be exploited,
that is another thing. 

But on crypto we have
major concerns from the finan-
cial stability angle and we have
shared it with the government.
The government will consider
and take a call," Das said. 
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Gold prices on Wednesday
fell Rs 148 to Rs 46,307

per 10 grams in the national
capital, due to overnight 
selling in global prices and
rupee appreciation, according
to HDFC Securities.

The precious metal had
closed at Rs 46,455 per 10
grams in the previous session.

Silver also declined Rs
886 to Rs 68,676 per  
kilogram, compared with the
close  of  Rs  69,562 per  
kilogram in the previous
trade.

Bengaluru:A day after
Amazon India said it has
deployed nearly 100 Mahindra
Treo Zor three-wheelers, e-
commerce marketplace
Flipkart on Wednesday said it
will deploy more than 25,000
electric vehicles in its supply
chain by 2030.

Flipkart said it has already
started piloting and deploying
two-wheeler and three-wheel-
er electric vehicles in multiple
locations for delivery across the
country, including in Delhi,
Bengaluru, Hyderabad,
Kolkata, Guwahati and Pune, to
name a few. PTI
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New Delhi: With aim to boost
“Make in India” campaign and
reduce India’s dependence on
construction equipment
imports, Sany India launched
its first “Made in India” piling
rig, “SR235”, for all arduous
applications, from soft soil to
hard rock. “With the launch of
our first-ever ‘made in India’
SR235 piling rig, Sany India has
reaffirmed its commitment to
the ‘vocal for local’ initiative,”
said Sanjay Saxena, vice presi-
dent & business head, heavy
equipment, Sany Heavy
Industry India Pvt Ltd.
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The new normal has called for
us to diligently abide by wear-

ing face masks. While masks
remain an absolute essential, they
also have a downside. ‘Maskne’ or
mask-related acne is an umbrella
of skincare problems, caused by
wearing a mask as we step out-
doors. The impurities on the face
beneath the mask slowly build up,
as we breathe in and out of the
confined area, creating problems,
predominantly that of acne, red-
ness, clogged pores, irritation and
so much more. 

Here are a few suggestions one
must follow to prevent the reoc-
currence of maskne. Amazon
Beauty, features a range of prod-
ucts which will help you fight
against maskne. 

Minimal skincare routine
Sometimes less is more, even

when it comes to curating a skin-
care routine. Using too many
products at once can lower the
impact of the quality products and
cause the skin woes to aggravate.
To prevent and cure the new issue
of maskne, following a simple
daily routine of cleanse, tone,
mask, sunscreen and moisturise,
is always advisable. 

Daily cleansing 
It is essential to wash your face

regularly, especially once you
return from the daily grind of the
day. Using a mild, fragrance free
cleanser is highly recommended
when tackling issues like acne.
Mild cleansers help maintain the
moisture of your skin while
removing the built-up impurities. 

Hydrate — Don’t strip
One needs to be sure while

selecting the right formula to treat
‘maskne’ at its best, while keeping
the skin hydrated to minimise the
chances of further breakouts.
Choose a niacinamide infused
serum, as it helps effectively treat
issues like acne. It also helps
unclog the pores and gives your
skin an instant boost of rejuvena-
tion. 

Moisturise and nourish  
Alongside the natural oils

that the face produces, the skin
also requires a protective layer of
hydration and nourishment.
Using a moisturiser is mandato-
ry, even if you choose a minimal
skincare routine. It is best advised
to use mattifying or gel-based
moisturisers for acne-prone skin. 

Focus on minimal make-up
While choosing your desired

make-up look, focus on bringing
in the limelight to your eyes. Steer
away from applying excessive
face make-up within the mask
area, as breathing in and out with-
in the restrictive area causes

chemicals from the make-up
products to seep into the pores of
the skin. This in-turn causes
massive breakouts on the face,
leading to a severe case of
maskne. 

Avoid touching your face
As the emphasis on not

touching our faces due to COVID
remains stringent, an added rea-
son to abstain from doing so
would be to minimise the chances
of additional bacteria sustaining
on the face. This would further
prevent breakouts, itchiness and
redness caused by the impurities
present on our skin, further lead-
ing to our main concern.

Switch your masks 
One of the main reasons for

maskne to remain persistent is
that we seldom change our
masks. When we wear a mask,
the area underneath the fabric
becomes moist and warm, further
contributing to blemish forming.
Ensure that you do not compro-
mise on changing your masks on
a weekly basis, or as and when
you step out. 

We may be living in times when
dating is all about ‘right swipes,’

‘right words,’ and ‘being woke.’ But old-
fashioned love still hasn’t lost its charm.
Many still believe in the idea of enjoy-
ing a nice film with their date while oth-
ers wouldn’t think twice before serenad-
ing their love with heartfelt sonnets,
songs and flowers. QuackQuack, an
online dating app, released insights into
how Indians are looking at dating in the
forthcoming year, after having been
stricken by the global pandemic.
Results show that desi singles are still
holding onto that thing called ‘love’ and
intend to tread that path, but with pre-
cautions.

The year 2020 has been an
unprecedented one. As the basic need
to connect with other humans ampli-
fied during and after lockdown, more
people flocked to the popular dating
apps to fill that void.In an era when
video calls are making it easy for us to
see our partner located oceans away
from us, 65 per cent still prefer to
engage in longer text conversations that
help them express themselves better,
akin to writing long love letters back
in the day. Out of the lot, women make
up the major chunk with 90.8 per cent
preferring to text over video call.
Surprisingly, 60 per cent of people hail-
ing from metros/bigger cities also
come within the category of people pre-
ferring long text messages over quick
video calls.

Simultaneously, in the backdrop of
the ongoing health crisis, Indian mil-
lennials aren’t letting their guard down.
60 per cent of people in the age brack-
et of 18-30 wear a mask when meeting
their date as they still consider them-
selves at risk of contracting the virus.
Amongst these, women are more cau-
tious with 90 per cent stating that they
never forget to wear a mask on a date.
About 74 per cent of top city people and
66 per cent of small-city folks tend to
follow precautions more rigidly and
prefer to wear a mask on dates to ensure
their safety.

Speaking about dating people from
native city or a different city, nearly 68
per cent of people aged 31 and above

prefer dating from their location to
avoid the risk of travelling as against
majority youngsters who did prefer dat-
ing people from their location but were
open to the idea of dating from other
cities as well. Out of these, women (52
per cent) were more curious to meet
people from other cities as compared
to men who would still prefer dating
from their own location. People from
big cities (66 per cent) were more cau-
tious in this regard as against those
from smaller cities (58 per cent) who
are more enthusiastic about dating
from far off cities as well.

But surprises don’t stop just there.
Known for their love for food, about

64 per cent of Indians feel that match-
ing food taste matters as having simi-
lar food taste is a sign of great compat-
ibility, with women (66 per cent)
attaching higher importance to it com-
pared to men (61 per cent). Majority
placed in the age group of 31 and above
prefer watching films over web series
on their date, with women being more
in number (65 per cent). Dating is also
a way to move on for many. More than
70 per cent of people from both top
cities and smaller cities/towns would go
ahead and meet new people to get over
toxic relationships. They consider
meeting new people and having more
choices to pick from would get them

a compatible partner.
“Despite having spent the entire

last year in gloom and doom, Indians
are still keeping their hopes alive in
the new year and haven’t given up on
the idea of finding love. The most
interesting part of the survey has been
the finding that many are still in for
old school dates and mushy romance,
with films and matching food taste
topping the list of similarities that they
are looking for. It is heartening to see
that people are open to traveling
across cities and trying new experi-
ences for the sake of companionship.
Dating apps sure have been a bless-
ing in disguise for many given the cur-
rent circumstances.” says Ravi Mittal,
Founder & CEO, QuackQuack.

Dating apps have even proven to
be a meaningful exercise for many.
About 25 per cent of those aged 31
and above said that meeting new peo-
ple online helped them overcome
loneliness and 15 per cent got over
depression in 2020. Looking at these
trends, it can be said that the Indian
dating scenario is definitely going to
catch more steam in the times to
come.

Welcome! I am a chat
helper. You can start a
new chat or scroll up to

see previous chats.” You must have
noticed these words often pop-
ping up in the bottom right sec-
tion of your screen. A thought
might’ve surfaced in your head,
“Ah, so I have a companion for my
queries.” Of course, you do! But,
it isn’t a human being. It is a cog-
nitive bot that utilises natural lan-
guage to simulate conversations.
It is one of the wonders of mod-
ern technology.

Leveraging state-of-the-art
technology, these virtual assistants
extend desired value to con-
sumers with a human touch.
They can also gauge diverse
human emotions and intentions,
thereby communicating while
building on them accurately.

Consumers today are not
merely looking for a product or a
service, rather user experience.
People look for easier ways to
communicate with brands and
services. It is because we are liv-
ing in a world where everything
is fast-paced. There’s no time to fill
out a form and wait till someone
calls us back. We need answers to
our queries immediately.

Chatbots turn out to be the
much-needed alternative that
consumers can engage with. And
that’s making more businesses
realise that they should buckle up
soon. They must deploy chatbots
if they haven’t already. Keeping
this in mind, let’s look at why there
is a need to integrate a cognitive
virtual assistant or chatbot into a
business.

Automate customer support
In this era of digitisation,

more people now dwell online.
There is a high possibility that
most of your potential customers
going forward will discover your

business online rather than phys-
ically. They might simply search
‘nearby services’ on Google rather
than asking a bystander. So, it may
lead people to interact with busi-
nesses solely through digital plat-
form or via digital platforms first.   

In fact, customers are getting
smarter and tend to stick with
solutions that are qualitative and,
at the same time, simple to use.
Naturally, chatbots have become
necessary and emerged as an
easy solution to respond to sim-
ilar and repetitive queries at no
incremental costs. With deep
learning, this can further be
scaled to understand complex
queries and initiate interactions.
It will also help you achieve a
stronger customer base and offer
customised solutions and support.

Ensure 24/7 availability
Customers shopping online

don’t have a specific time to shop.
It is more likely that they’ll visit
your website at a time convenient
to them, which may possibly be
at odd-hours of the day or night.
At this moment, chatbots have
become more relevant. They
respond to customers in real-time

while providing them valuable
insights about the product and
your brand at your customers’
convenience. If you are a digital
business and cater to a wide
audience base, having a cognitive
bot is of paramount importance
for you. It will help you consider-
ably scale your customer interac-
tions across different geographies
and time-zones. .

Boost conversions and sales
Once you start getting traffic

on your platform, why not use
friendly chatbots to engage these
visitors? Easy and quick interac-
tion that clear multiple doubts will
help you to turn potential traffic
into loyal customers. Additionally,
helping users find what they are
looking for faster, easier, and

with minimal effort is a win-win
not only for your customers but
also for your business.

Chatbot-powered conversation-
al ads

Conversational advertising
allows instant, personal, and real-
time engagement with customers
at the very beginning of the sales
funnel. It allows businesses to cap-
ture focussed leads, thereby
increasing the probability of con-
versions. By using an AI-powered
chatbot, the whole process of
marketing and sales can now be
automated. Smart conversational
marketing technologies can equip
your advertisement with a chat-
bot, wherein a consumer interacts
with your ad and your chatbot
answers their queries. 

Personalised and contextual con-
versations

For every business, ‘Customer
is the King’ and improving cus-
tomer experience is an integral
part of any business strategy. In
today’s world, personalisation is
increasingly becoming the norm
and customers expect a certain
level of personalisation. That’s
why investing in personalisation
is the key to building business
relationships, building a reso-
nance with your audience and cre-
ating a better brand impression &
brand experience. Well, this is
where cognitive bots fit in and
play a vital role in customer
acquisition and retention. They
can predict precisely what the cus-
tomer is seeking and proactively
suggest options based on the cus-
tomers’ likes, dislikes, hobbies,
interests, and other parameters.
These factors can also be translat-
ed into actionable insights that
help brands enhance their
Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) for better re-

targeting and conversions.

Real-time customer feedback
It is no surprise that an e-

commerce assistant knows your
right apparel size and even your
most preferred hue of blue. But
how? A chatbot-supported cogni-
tive conversation helps business-
es collect feedback and maintain
a database of everything you
adore or may need in the future.
It is done simply by using your
previous purchases and wishlists.
So, you no longer need to get feed-
back forms filled by your trusted
customers.

Cross-platform support in pre-
ferred languages

Chatbots are bringing a new
way for businesses to communi-
cate with the world and most
importantly with their customers.
With a multi-channel approach,
customers can message you
directly from Google Search
results. Today, businesses are
enabling their online customers to
converse with them anytime from
anywhere and pick up the same
conversation from their app,
WhatsApp, or other social chan-
nels. It turns out to be a highly
effective approach.

As we can see, bots are
becoming an integral part of
almost every business. In addition
to increasing business opportuni-
ties with humanised, intent-based
conversational experiences, they
also let you provide anytime,
anywhere support to their cus-
tomers. Thus, cognitive chatbots
must be a part of your business-
es’ operations across the value
chain — from advertisement to
sales to post sales support.

(The writer is co-founder and
CEO of an end-to-end provider of
conversational AI-powered chat-
bots, Ori.)

Actor Parineeti Chopra is feeling extremely
proud because her mother, noted artist

Reena Chopra, has made a special painting to
commemorate her forthcoming release The Girl
On The Train (TGOTT). The painting showcas-
es a girl standing in front of a speeding yellow
train, much like Pari’s character in the film.

“My mother surprised me with this painting,
I was not at all aware that she was making this
for me. As most know that my mother is a pro-
fessional painter and she sells her artwork but this
one won’t be sold as it is very precious. She has
immortalised my work in TGOTT through her
art. This is the sweetest, warmest and most spe-
cial gift that I have ever received from her,” says
Parineeti and goes on to add, “She has never done
this for any of my films before, so this shows the
impact this film has had on her. I’m over-
whelmed.”

Parineeti’s parents are the biggest pillars of
strength for her and she has made special plans
to put up this painting in her plush new
house in Mumbai. She reveals, “My
parents have been my biggest cheer-
leaders all through my life and I feel
incredibly special to be their child.
She has been my pole star, helping
me navigate my path in this world
and I don’t have words to express
what I’m feeling right now. This
precious painting will be at my
home and will constantly motivate
me to do more films which will
get her to do more such paint-
ings for me!”

The Girl On The Train is an
acclaimed book written by
Paula Hawkins. It was made
into a Hollywood film starring
Emily Blunt in the lead in
2016. In the Bollywood ver-
sion, Parineeti plays the
eponymous girl taking the
train, an alcoholic divorcee,
who becomes involved in a miss-
ing person investigation and
uncovers deeper secrets.

(Directed by Ribhu Dasgupta,
the film will premiere on February 26
on Netflix.)
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Tata Power Delhi
Distribution Limited (Tata

Power-DDL), a utility supply-
ing electricity in North Delhi,
organised its annual flagship
event — Urja Mela to sensitise
school children on the impor-
tance of environment conser-
vation, climate change, air pol-
lution and promotion of
renewable energy. 

The broader aim of the
event is to raise environmental
awareness and inculcate a sense
of responsibility amongst the
youngsters. 

The event witnessed partic-
ipation from more than 75
Delhi schools, both govern-
ment and private. It was con-
ducted under strict COVID-19
safety guidelines.

The students shared infor-
mation about the benefits of
environment conservation,
safety, air pollution and climate
change through posters and
insightful science models, slo-
gans, drawings etc. Over 50
prizes were also given.

The participating schools
are a part of Tata Power-DDL’s
Club Enerji program that sen-

sitises school children for
bringing societal and behav-
ioural change in energy con-
sumption and conservation of
natural resources. The club
educates and creates awareness
on related topics in a unique
manner, through company’s
Brand Mascot- Roshni.

Students present at the
event instantly connected with
Roshni and participated in the
pledge of becoming an envi-
ronment champion. The kids
also sported the its badge and
had a photo-op with it.

Addressing the students
and teachers,  Ganesh
Srinivasan, CEO, Tata Power-
DDL said, “It is gratifying to
witness bright young minds
showcasing their talent, enthu-
siasm, unique ideas and knowl-
edge towards creating a better
environment. They are the
torch-bearers of the future.
With the world now dynami-
cally changing, it has become
imperative to shift our focus
extensively towards clean ener-
gy spectrum and renewable
resources. That is the need of
the hour.”

Employees’ State Insurance Corporation
(ESIC) during its 184th Meeting held

on Monday under the chairmanship of
Santosh Kumar Gangwar, Minister of State
for Labour & Employment (Independent
Charge), Govt. of India has taken several
significant decisions to improve its service
delivery mechanism and strengthen the
medical infrastructure benefiting its
insured workers.

�Relaxation in contributory conditions
to avail sickness benefit to the insured
women availing maternity benefit

After the enhancement in duration of
maternity benefit from 12 weeks to 26
weeks, in some cases insured women were
not eligible to avail sickness benefit in the
corresponding benefit period after avail-
ing maternity benefit as the mandatory
contributory conditions of minimum 78
days were not met. 

In such cases, it has now been decid-
ed that an insured women will be quali-
fied to claim sickness benefit in the cor-
responding benefit period if the contribu-
tion in her respect were paid or payable
for not less than half the number of days
available for working in such shorter con-
tribution period.

�Relaxation in contributory conditions
to avail sickness and maternity benefits
for the benefit period of January to June,
2021

The pandemic resulted in the non-
entitlement to avail sickness and materni-
ty benefits for many insured
persons/women as the mandatory days of
contribution couldn’t be met. Considering
the hardship being faced by insured per-
sons, ESIC has now decided to extend the
relief to the IPs by relaxing the contribu-
tory conditions for availing the sickness
and maternity benefits for the benefit peri-
od of January to June. Now, an insured
Woman will be entitled to avail materni-
ty benefit, if the contributions in respect
of her were payable not less than 35 days

in immediately preceding two consecutive
contribution periods. 

In case of IPs/IWs appointed before
the contribution period April-September,
2020, the eligibility condition will be decid-
ed on the basis of their contribution in pre-
vious contribution period i.e. September
‘2019 to March ‘2020, whereas, the
IPs/IWs appointed during the contribu-
tion period April-September, 2020 will be
eligible for sickness benefit in the benefit
period January-June ‘2021 if contribution
in respect of them were payable for not less
than half the number of days available for
working to them during the contribution
period April-September ‘2020.

�ESIC to construct 300 bedded hospi-
tal including 50 super specialty beds at
Haridwar, Uttarakhand

To meet the medical services needs of
IPs in Haridwar and surrounding districts,
the ESI Corporation has decided to con-
struct 300 bedded ESIC Hospital includ-
ing 50 bedded super specialty beds and
staff quarters in five acres of land at
Haridwar, Uttarakhand. After construc-
tion, the hospital will provide medical care
services to around 2.55 lakh insured
workers and their family members.

�ESIC to construct 350 bedded hospi-
tal with additional 50 bedded SST wing
at Vishakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh

The ESI Corporation has approved the
project of construction of 350 bedded hos-
pital with an additional 50 bedded SST
wing and 128 staff quarters in a plot area

of 8.72 acres (approx.) at Sheelanagar,
Vishakhapatnam. The proposed hospital,
after construction, will provide medical
services to around 14 lakh beneficiaries
covered under ESI scheme in
Vishakhapatnam and surrounding areas.

�Establishment of negative pressure
ICU at ESIC super specialty hospital and
medical college at Hyderabad, Telangana

The decision to establish Negative
Pressure ICU at ESIC Super Specialty
Hospital & Medical College at Hyderabad,
Telangana was also taken during the
meeting. The establishment of Negative
Pressure ICU will decrease the burden of
infection to the healthcare workers and the
secondary infections to other critically ill
patients admitted in the ICU.

�Revise estimates 
The ESI corporation has also approved

the revised estimates and budget estimates
for the year 2020-21 & 2021-22 and per-
formance budget for the year 2021-22 dur-
ing the meeting.

Besides these, around 25 other
agenda items pertaining to improvement
in service delivery mechanism were also
reported and approved. The other digni-
taries were Apurva Chandra, Secretary,
Ministry of Labour & Employment, Govt.
of India, Anuradha Prasad, Additional
Secretary, MoLE, GoI & Director General,
ESIC, members of ESI Corporation,
Sandhya Shukla, Financial Commissioner,
ESIC, Garima Bhagat, CVO, ESIC and
many others.

The 14th National Education
Summit 2021 was organised by

ASSOCHAM from February 18 to 20
2021 (virtually as well as physically)
with National Book Trust, India as
the knowledge partner. The three-
day summit discussed the impact of
the National Education Policy 2020
on transforming the educational
landscape of the nation and carving
a road map for its implementation. 

Inaugurating the summit virtu-
ally, Dr Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’,
Minister of Education began with the
objective that NEP will prove to be
the dawn of a new India as the
knowledge superpower.

In his inaugural address, Dr

Nishank said that the policy which
has been brought after much delib-
eration, is being praised not only by
the country but all over the world. He
praised ASSOCHAM’s contribution
in the process of its formation. 

In the next session of the pro-
gram, Prof. Govind Prasad Sharma
Chairman, National Book Trust,
India shared his views on the
“Researching Quality Assurance in
Higher Education — Accreditation
and Ranking of Universities” in the
National Education Policy 2020. He
said that quality education assurance
has an important role to play in the
development of any country. He
praised the option of multiple entry

and exit points afforded to the stu-
dent by NEP-2020. 

Yuvraj Malik, Director National
Book Trust, India in the afternoon
session on “Road map for universal-
isation of education with 100 per cent
GER in school education by 2020”
spoke about the five deliverables of
the NEP 2020 that will help turn it
from a vision document to ground
reality.  Affordability, accountability,
equity, accessibility and quality of

education will help build a strong
foundation which in turn will curate
a knowledge based citizenry, a glob-
al citizen. The Guest of Honour at
this session was Dr Arun Kumar
Sahoo, Odisha Cabinet Minister,
Higher Education.

In the physical session on
“Multidisciplinary Education and
Research Universities — An
Approach to Attain the Highest
Global Standards in Quality
Education”, the Guest of Honour Dr
Vinay Sahasrabuddhe, Member of
Parliament, Rajya Sabha, Chairman,
Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Education, Women, Children,
Youth and Sport and President

ICCR shared his thoughts with the
audience. Speaking at the session,
Yuvraj Malik Director, NBT said,
“Our education sector is an institu-
tion for nation building that influ-
ences the collective consciousness of
the nation”. Talking about the NEP
2020, he said that it is a vision doc-
ument for our future generation, a
draft for their future and each one of
us has to come together as a stake-
holder, be it teachers, schools, edu-
cationists, principals, owners, private
institute honors, everyone has to con-
tribute only then can we build a
nation which we can call Aatma
Nirbhar Bharat, and the developed
India as a viksit and shikshit bharat.

Delhi BJP President, Adesh Gupta,
Member of Parliament, Meenakshi

Lekhi and North Delhi Mayor, Jai
Prakash inaugurated the Material
Recovery Facility Centre for solid
waste management under Zakhira fly-
over. On the occasion Standing
Committee Chairman, Chhail Bihari
Goswami, Leader of House, Yogesh
Verma, former Chairman Standing
Committee, Veena Virmani,
Councillors, Vipin Malhotra, Sunita
Mishra, Former MLA, Subhash
Sachdeva, Former Councillor, Bharat

Bhushan Madan and other dignitaries
were present.

On the occasion, Gupta said that
in the adverse conditions North Delhi
Municipal Corporation is providing
every possible facility to the citizens. He
said that this facility centre would help
North DMC in solid waste manage-
ment.

Prakash said that this is first of its
kind semi-automated waste manage-
ment system in Delhi. He said that this
centre would be operated by Chintan
(NGO). Material Recovery Facility
center has state of the art machineries
which can process upto eight tons of
waste per day. This socio-technologi-
cal model for segregation and recycling

aims at developing solid waste manage-
ment infrastructure for North DMC in
a scientific manner in pursuance of the
Swachh Bharat Mission and the Solid
Waste Management Rules, 2016.

Founder-Director, Chintan (NGO),
Bharati Chaturvedi said, “We will work
with the North DMC to reduce the
waste going to the Bhalsawa landfill.”
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Fiscal Indicators:
�Estimated revenue receipts
�1 lakh 84 thousand 330 crore
13 lakh.
�Estimated revenue expendi-
ture �2 lakh 8 thousand 80
crore 17 lakh.
� Estimated revenue deficit
�23 thousand 750 crore 4 lakh.
�Estimated fiscal deficit 147
thousand 652 crore 77 lakh
which is 3.98 per cent of GSDP.
� First paperless budget in the
State.

Corona management:
� Special COVID package.
�2000 each to 33 lakh destitute
families.
� Interest free loan up to
�50,000.
� Seed money to start-ups,
five lakh each.

Medical and health :
�Rajasthan Model of Public
Health (RMPH).
�Nursing colleges at 25 district
headquarters.
� Construction of hospital
buildings and increase in var-
ious facilities including beds.
� 30 new PHCs and upgrading
of 50 PHCs to CHCs.
�Upgrading hospitals as dis-
trict hospitals, 10 new trauma
centres.
�New district hospitals at
Kota with 150 beds.
� Increase of 1000 beds in dif-
ferent hospitals.
� 12,000 Health and Wellness
Centres.
�New ICU and NICU at med-
ical colleges and new ICU at
district hospitals.
� Institute of Tropical
Medicine and Virology and
Institute of Cardiology at
Jaipur.
� Increase of medical facilities
at SMS Medical College, Jaipur.
� ‘Umaid Post Graduate
Institute of Maternity and
Neonatology and ‘Regional
Cancer Institute’ at Jodhpur.

Road Safety:
�New Jeevan Rakshak Yojana.
� Integrated Traffic

Management System (ITMS)
�Primary Trauma Centre at 40
CHCs.
� �100 cr for Dedicated Road
Safety Fund.
�New DTO and Sub DTO
offices.

Education:
�Smart TVs and set-top boxes
in schools, �82 cr.
� 1200 new English medium-
Mahatma Gandhi Schools in
next two years.
� Increase in infrastructure
facilities in schools, �1450 cr.
�Directorate of Peace and
Non-Violence.
�Mahatma Gandhi Institute of
Governance and Social
Sciences-MGIGSS at Jaipur.

� Fintech Digital University
at Jodhpur.
� Rajasthan Institute of
Advanced Learning at Jaipur.
�New colleges including girls-
Sanskrit colleges and new ITIs.
�Four new girls colleges in the
name of Late MLAs Master
Bhanwar Lai, Kailash Trivedi,
Kiran Maheshwari and
Gajendra Singh Shaktawat.
� Rajiv Gandhi Centre of
Advance Technology (R-CAT)
at Jaipur, �200 Cr.
� Science and Space Clubs in
1500 government schools.

Youth and Employment:
� Internship of unemployed
youth under Mukhyamantri
yuva sambal yojana-2019, hike

of �1,000 in allowance.
� Constitution of Rajeev
Gandhi Yuva Core, 2500
Rajeev Gandhi Yuva Mitra and
50000 Rajeev Gandhi Yuva
Volunteers.
�Common Eligibility Test,
one-time verification system.
� Free travel in Rajasthan
Roadways for exams.
�Recruitment on more than
50,000 posts in next two years.
� Indoor stadium at
Pratapgarh and Stadium at
Rajasmand and Sirohi.
� Gram Panchayat, Block,
District and State level Popular
games tournaments, expendi-
ture of �30 cr.
�Two new residential sports
schools at Jodhpur and Jaipur.

�New archery academy at
Dungarpur and Handball
academy at Jaisalmer.

Agriculture and Animal
Husbandry:
� Agriculture Budget from
next year.
�Minifood park in each dis-
trict, �200 Cr.
�Mega food park at Mathania-
Jodhpur, ��100 Cr.
� 1000 Kisan Sewa Kendra,
1000 new posts of agriculture
supervisors.
� Provision of more than
�16000 cr for agriculture elec-
tricity subsidy.
�New Agri-Discom.
� 50,000 solar pumps and
50,000 agriculture electricity
connection to the farmers.
�Works of �1000 cr at Krishi
Upaj Mandis.
�Kisan Complex at Jodhpur,
�20 cr.
�Three new agriculture col-
leges at Dugarpur, Hindauli,
Hanumangarh.

Industries:
�New MSME policy.
� Industrial areas at 64 sub
divisions.
� Organising Rajasthan
Investors Summit at Jaipur.
� Fintech Park (Financial
Technology) at Jaipur.

Social Security:
�Announcement of Rajasthan
Pattern.
�Rajasthan Scheduled Caste
and Scheduled Tribe
Development Law.
�Ambedkar DBT Voucher
Scheme, 5000 Beneficiaries.
�Eight new ekalavya model
residential schools.
�Construction of eight minor-
ity boys hostels.
�Construction of three minor-
ity girls residential schools.
�Minority boys hostels at
Jaipur, Jodhpur and Kota.
� SC, ST, OBC, Minority
Development Funds, �100 cr
each.
� Increase in scholarship of
special abled students.

� 2000 scooty for specially
abled students and youths.

Infrastructure Development:
Roads — Urban
Development:
�New State Road Policy 2021.
�Major repair works of three
prominent roads in each dis-
trict, �1900 cr.
�Major repair works of roads
in Nagar Nigam, Nagar
Parishad and Nagar Palika
areas.
�Development of 27 state
highways, �3880 cr.
�DPR of high level bridge in
Kota district.
�Constitutional Club at Jaipur.
�Master Drainage System for
Bharatpur, �200 cr.

PHED-WRD:
�12 new major drinking water
projects under JJM, �4700 cr.
� Starting of six new projects
worth �2285 cr under JJM.
�Drinking water connections
to 20 lac households under
JJM.
�DPR for 22 projects under
JJM.
� Providing drinking water
from Kumbharam lift, 
�7700 cr.

Energy:
�Energy Policy 2021-2050
� Green Corridor of 6.3
Gigawatts by RRVPN.

Forest and Environment:
�Development of Keoladeo
National Park as Wetland Birds
Habitat Conservation Centre.
� Wildlife Management
Training Centre at Talchapar
Sanctuary, Churu.
�Kailash Sankhla Smriti Van
at Jodhpur.

Tourism, Art and Culture :
� Provision of �500 cr in
Tourism Development Fund.
� Shekhawati Tourist Circuit.
�Godawad Tourist Circuit.
�Renovation of seven RTDC
midways, �10 cr.
�Religious Tourist Circuits,
�100 cr.
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Olivier Giroud’s magnificent
bicycle kick broke Atletico

Madrid’s resistance and earned
Chelsea a crucial away goal on
Tuesday, a 1-0 victory giving
Thomas Tuchel’s side a slender
advantage in the Champions
League last 16.

Giroud’s acrobatic strike
was initially ruled out for offside
but stood after VAR showed
Mario Hermoso had got the
final touch, delivering a huge
blow to Atletico’s hopes of reach-
ing the quarter-finals.

“I didn’t know what to think
about the goal, I just focused on
hitting the ball,” said Giroud. “I
love an overhead kick and I was
just pleased to see the ball hit the
back of the net. I had no clue
about being offside or not.”

Diego Simeone’s side had

put on a typically disciplined
defensive performance until that
point but Giroud’s moment of
genius means they will have to
score in London on March 17 if
they are to avoid an early exit.

It also continues a worrying
dip for Atletico, whose lead in La
Liga is also under threat after
one win in four matches.

Chelsea, meanwhile, passed
their biggest test since Tuchel
was appointed at the end of
January, backing up a strong run
against lesser lights in the
Premier League with a polished
display against one of Europe’s
elite.

Giroud’s goal in the 68th
minute was only the third
Atletico have conceded in 14
home legs of the Champions
League knockout stages under
Simeone, even if this fixture was
at home only in name.
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Tiger Woods suffered serious
injuries to both legs as his

car flew off the road on Tuesday
near Los Angeles in a crash he
was “very fortunate” to survive,
law enforcement officials who
found the US golf legend said.

Woods did not appear to be
under the influence of drugs or
alcohol during the early-morn-
ing incident, and underwent
surgery after the roll-over col-
lision, said Los Angeles County
Sheriff Alex Villanueva.

No other vehicles or pas-
sengers were involved in the
crash which occurred on a
steep stretch of road known as
a “hotspot” for high-speed acci-
dents in recent years.

“I will say that it’s very for-
tunate that Mr Woods was able
to come out of this alive,” said
deputy Carlos Gonzalez, the
first law enforcement official to
arrive on scene.

Gonzalez found Woods
trapped in his vehicle but con-
scious, appearing “calm and
lucid” and able to identify him-
self.

“It is my understanding
that he had serious injuries to
both legs,” said Los Angeles
County fire chief Daryl Osby.

Firefighters and paramedics
extricated Woods from the
wreckage of his SUV and trans-
ported him with a neck collar
and backboard to a local hospi-
tal via road, where he under-
went surgery.
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India’s president on Wednesday inaugurated the
world’s largest cricket arena here, renamed

from Sardar Patel stadium to Narendra Modi sta-
dium in honour of the Prime Minister who is cred-
ited with conceptualising the facility in its current
awe-inspiring form.

The state-of-the-art stadium, inaugurated by
President Ram Nath Kovind, can accommodate a
jaw-dropping 1.32 lakh spectators.

“This stadium was conceptualised by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi when he was Chief
Minister of Gujarat. He was president of the Gujarat
Cricket Association at that time,” Kovind said in
his address after the inauguration.

The renaming of the stadium was kept under
wraps until after it was formally inaugurated.

“It represents India’s aspirations and strength.
India is called hub of cricket, so it is appropriate
that we have the largest stadium. It will give India
a new identity,” Kovind said.

Also present on the occasion was Home
Minister Amit Shah and Sports Minister Kiren
Rijiju along with a host of other dignitaries.

“We have decided to name it after the coun-
try’s Prime Minister. It was Modi ji’s dream pro-
ject,” said Shah after the inauguration.

The President also performed the ground-
breaking ceremony for a sports complex in the sta-
dium, to be named Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel sports
enclave, for disciplines like football, hockey, bas-
ketball, kabbadi, boxing, and lawn tennis among
others.

The ambitious 215-acre project, under which
20 stadiums will be built will have accommoda-
tion facilities for athletes and coaches. Another
sports complex is coming up in Naranpura for
multi-disciplinary sporting events in future.

Spread over 63 acres, the stadium has been built
at an estimated cost of �800 crore and with a seat-
ing capacity for 1,32,000 spectators, it has surpassed
the hallowed Australia’s Melbourne Cricket Ground
which can accommodate 90,000.
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Talented opening batsman
Devdutt Padikkal contin-

ued his sizzling form to notch up
a List A career-best score of 152
to help defending champions
Karnataka register a massive
101-run win over Odisha in a
Group E match of the Vijay
Hazare Trophy here on
Wednesday.

The 20-year-old opener
smashed five sixes and 14 fours
en route to his third List A cen-
tury in his 16th game to propel
Karnataka to 329 for five after
being invited to bat at the KSCA
Ground 3 in Alur.

The Royal Challengers
Bangalore opener paced his
innings brilliantly, taking 55
balls to reach his half-century
and 119 deliveries for his ton.

But he took off in the final
10 overs as he cracked 52 runs
off his last 21 balls to cruise to
his maiden 150 off 138 deliver-
ies.

Padikkal now has 301 runs
from three matches, averaging
100.33 with scores of 52 and 97
in the first two matches.

In reply, Odisha were
bowled out for 228 in 44 overs
with Prasidh Krishna and Sheyas
Gopal grabbing three wickets
each to hand Karnataka their
second win from three match-
es to move to second spot in the
standings.

In another Group E match,
Kerala defeated Railways by
seven runs in a high-scoring
thriller at the Just Cricket
Academy to register their third
win on the trot and  consolidate
their position atop the table.

Veteran opener Robin
Uthappa (100 from 104 balls;
8x4s, 5x6s) cracked his second
century from three matches in
company of fellow opener

Vishnu Vinod (107 from 107b;
5x4s, 4x6s) before Sanju Samson
took charge with an explosive 61

to power Kerala to a massive 351
for 6.

Samson, who was appoint-
ed Rajasthan Royals skipper
after they parted ways with
Steve Smith, clobbered six fours
and four sixes in his 29-ball
knock, while Vathsal Govind
remained unbeaten on a 34-ball
46 (2x4s, 3x6s).

Half-centuries from Mrunal
Devdhar, Arindam Ghosh,
Saurabh Singh and Harsh Tyagi
meant the match went down to
the wire. But medium pacer MD
Nidheesh (3/83) took two wick-
ets — Amit Mishra and Tyagi —
in successive balls in the last over
to take Kerala over the line in a
dramatic finish.

�����B Baroda continued their
winning streak in the Vijay
Hazare Trophy after beating
Hyderabad by 110 runs in their
Elite Group A match, courtesy
Kedar Devdhar’s hundred and
impressive show by the bowlers.

This is Baroda’s third win
on the trot after they had
defeated Goa and Tripura.

Put into bat at the Lalbhai
Contractor Stadium, Barode
rode on Devdhar’s stroke-filled
131 to post a competitive 316/7
on the board, and then bundled
out the opposition for 206,
with Babashafi Pathan (3/37)
doing the bulk of the damage.

Devdhar was back among
the runs as he tore apart the
Hyderabad attack with his 139-
ball innings, hammering 14
boundaries and two maxi-
mums.

PUNJAB BEAT ANDHRA
In Group B matches at

Indore, Punjab bounced back
from back-to-back defeats to

beat Andhra by seven wickets
to register their first win.

Punjab skipper Mandeep
Singh won the toss and sent
Andhra in to bat. A disciplined
bowling effort from Punjab
meant Andhra innings never
had the momentum. Kaul
picked up four wickets while
left-arm medium-pacer
Barinder Sran took three as
Andhra were bowled out for
175 in the 49th over.

Chasing the target,
Mandeep starred with an
unbeaten 64 (81 balls, 8 fours)
to take Punjab home in 36 overs
and register their first win in the
tournament.

Tamil Nadu, the Syed
Mushtaq Ali Trophy winners,
suffered their second defeat in
the tournament after losing by
11 runs to Madhya Pradesh.

In the third game,
Jharkhand beat Vidarbha by
three wickets to top the stand-
ings with three wins from as
many games. PTI
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Axar Patel’s devastating
six-wicket haul bundled
England out for 112

before Rohit Sharma’s languid
elegance shone through in an
unbeaten half century that
handed India the edge on the
opening day of the day-night
third Test here on Wednesday.

The spin combination of
left-armer Patel and off-spinner
Ravichandran Ashwin exploit-
ed the turning Motera pitch at
the newly-inaugurated
Narendra Modi stadium to the
full and England’s first innings
folded in just 48.4 overs after
the visitors opted to bat.

Patel (21.4-6-38-6) grabbed
his second five-for in his sec-
ond Test while Ashwin (16-6-
26-3) took three.

At stumps, India were 99
for 3 from 33 overs with Rohit
batting on 57 off 82 balls.
Ajinkya Rahane (1) was giving
him company following skip-
per Virat Kohli’s dimissal in the
last over of the day.

Kohli was dismissed for 27
off 58 balls by left-arm spinner
Jack Leach (10-1-27-2).

India trailed by just 13
runs with seven first innings
wickets in hand.

Before this, it was a night-
mare that unfolded for England
with the 47-run stand for the
third wicket being their best.

They lost their last six
wickets in the second session.
The last seven wickets yielded
just 38 runs.

This was after Ishant
Sharma, only the second Indian
fast bowler after Kapil Dev to
play in 100 Tests, fittingly took
India’s first wicket in the third
over to open the floodgates for

the hosts.
In reply to a below par

score, India negotiated the
opening spells of much-vaunt-
ed England seamers James
Anderson and Stuart Broad
without any damage in the
tricky twilight period. Rohit
and Shubman Gill (11) did not
face too much trouble seeing
out the precarious phase.

Anderson and Broad did
not get much the desired move-
ment with the pink ball and the
dew factor did not have a big
role either.

But Jofra Archer (5-2-24-1)
gave England the breakthrough

in the 15th over with Gill, try-
ing a pull shot from the off
stump, top-edged for Zak
Crawley to end the 33-run
opening partnership.

India lost another wicket
soon after in Cheteshwar
Pujara with Leach getting him
trapped LBW for a first-ball
duck to reduce India to 34 for
2.

After that, Rohit and Virat
shared 64 runs for the third
wicket, rotating the strike and
finding the gaps as well for reg-
ular boundaries. Kohli was
dropped by Ollie Pope when he
was on 24. Pope also put down

a difficult chance to dismiss
Rohit when the batsman was
on 52.

Earlier, after Ishant had taken
the first wicket, it was an Ashwin
and Patel show as the duo bamboo-
zled the England batsmen to com-
plete the submission. Crawley (53
off 84 balls) was the lone exception
and hit a delectable half-century.

Crawley’s brilliance was, how-
ever, neutralised by the Indian spin-
ners as England were left reeling at
81 for 4 going into tea after an excit-
ing opening session.

Two wickets fell in as many
overs after the resumption of
the second session, with

Ashwin and Patel taking one
each, to reduce England to 81
for 6.

Ashwin sent Pope’s (1) off-
stump cart-wheeling with a
beauty of a delivery, bowling
round the wicket, before Patel
trapped Ben Stokes (6) LBW in
the next over with a ball that
spun in.

Jofra Archer (11) did a tad
better as he hit a four off the
second ball he faced and anoth-
er boundary off Ashwin. But
Patel dismissed him soon,
cleaning up his off-stump to
send England innings into a
mess.
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